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INTRODUCTION

In reviewing tha researches bearing on the

relation between the cneraical constitution or an

optically active compound and the magnitude of its

rotatory power the names or Guya and Crura Brown at

once come to mind. uuye's attempt to estimate the

degree or molecular asymmetry from tne relative masses

or radicals attaoJied to tne asymmetric atom and Crura

Brown's quantity still undetarmineu, wnlcn ne

explained as a function or tne composition and constit¬

ution or tne attached group, Tormed trie initial

impetus to researches in tnis direction.

Until recently comparatively row regularities

had been observed in trie manner in whicn constitutional

changes inriuenced the optical rotation or a given

molecule. Amongst the earlier extensive researches

carried cut in this direction was that or Tschugaerr

(Compt.Rend., 1695, 120. 162) who round, in examining

the rotatory powers or a homologous series, that the

removal or tne "active group" further and r'urthar rrom

the asymmetric centra had the result or reducing the

ei'rect on the rotation or the higher members to an

almost constant value.

ITanXland (J.C.B., 1699.76.366) studied tne

rotation phenomena exnibited more particularly in

ascent/or a homologous series and round that, in
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certain cases, tnare was a rise in rotation to a

maximum followed by a rail, in otnars a fail to a

minimum followed by a rise, the final rail or rise

becoming more or less asymptotic.

Tn© curves obtained are illustrated above. Iraittcland

noted that the maximum or minimum point in ail of tne

series studied occurred in the neighbourhood or the

butylic term. The optical rotatory powers or

homologous series was also studied later by Piclard

and Kenyon (J.C.S., lSllt<$£,46 etc.).
The efrect on tne optical rotation or re¬

moving tne "active group" away from the asymmetric

centre has already been mentioned. Conen (Organic

Chemistry, Vol.II, I9£4,p.&4i) draws attention to the

very large variation in trie rotation or -^-manthyi
benzoat© resulting from tne presence or various

aubstituants or "active groups" in tne benzene nucleus.

Tno conditions, according to cohen, are similar to those

which determine tne activity in a homologous series;

tne group nearest to the active radical usually produces

the largest ©fleet. Tne following tables of

molecular rotations ta&en from Cohen's Organic Chemistry

will illustrate this point.



£-Menthyl Ester
DC

0 m P

Toiuio acid -231° -240° -246°

Mothoxyben20ic acid -140* -247.5° -250. 6°

Bromooen^zoic acid -205° -23 9° -239°

Nitro benzoic acid ( 60) -3tfi -251 -235°

nontnyi oenzoate [*1 m -sas°.
Ina affect ia oven more pronouncad in tne

di-aubstituted baozoic esters in wnicn tne 3:4,3:5

and 2:6 derivatives are taxesn for comparison.

1-Mantnyl leter Cm]
20°

3:5 3:4

Biciilorobenzoic acid

Cnlorooromobanzoic acid

BibrcaQbenzolc acid

Ciiioronit robenzoic acid
1100°)

Dinitrobenzoic acid

-113

- 32,5°

- 19.5°

-23?°

-642°

-233° -227.5°

-237° -20^|CCBr
-32ij&-ce

—228° -231

-248° -2Q7.5)ct
-22S.5JH0

-246 -470°

One of tna moat interesting investigations

linking up tno influence of active radicals or sub-

atitusnts on tna rotatory power 01 a compound witn tnelr

influence on otner properties of tna compound was

begun in 1907 by Betti (summarised in (Jazz. Cnim. Itax. ,

1S23 ,£3,424). Betti prepared a series of optically

active Scdifr's Bases by condensing tiia optically active

base J.- -/3-nap&tnoi benzyiamine witn benzaldehyde, and



ana a number cr substituted benzaldeEydes, to give

compounds ox me type:-

E

/"6 6 E5 -xr= ^CH< >
cloV0H

A modified table ox aetti's results, whicn

includes tfca dissociation constants of tna conzoic

acids corresponding to tne aidel^ydea employed, is nere

reproduced

Axdo w (ie employedofc & X 103

p Eerieb

o-series

+ 2676° p-dimetiiyi-amino-benao i c
1

(if)
+ 1154° Anisic 3.2

+1049.6° p-bydroxy-oenzoi c 2.9

+ 691° p-toiuic 6.14

+ 373° benzoic 6.0

+ 282.2° p-ciiior0-oenzo ic 9.3

+ 207.4° p-ni t ro-nenzo ic 39.6

+ 8S4° o-motboxy benzoic 8.0

+ 373° benzoic 6.0

-85 » 7° salicylic 102.0

-128.0° o-ciiloro .benzoic 132.0

-326.5° o-toluic 12.0

-990.7° o-nitrobenzoic 616.0

It will oe noticed tnat tae subatituants

wnen arranged in tiie order of tne magnitude of tnair



effects on toe rotatory power of the compound, give

a series which agrees approximately with tnat derived

from the dissociation constants of the benzoic acids

corresponding to the aldehydes used. She relative

order for the properties is as follows:-

! [li^for o-substituents:- hOg < CW^ < Ci <08 <8 <0.cn3
K for o-substituents:- > Cl > OH. > Cil3)0Cii3> H

[M^for p-suostituantshQg < OX <H <cn3 < (08*00<H( cn3 )3
K tcr p-substltuents:- V0| > Ci > 8 > Cu3> ( QQiL^Qd) > x<( Ch^ )g

An approximate agreement has aj.so been snown

to exist between the influence of aubstituants on tno

acidity of carboxylic acids and other cnamlcal and

physical properties or compounds.

jPiurechelea C J".C.3., iS09#?i3) studied tne

influence of substituents on the dissociation constants

of acids and bases.

Qlivier's classical researches on the

influence of substituents on tne onemical reactivity

of atoms and groups ara wail known, The results

which he obtained (see Bee.Tray.Chiia. .1914.13.044) for

the influence of certain groups on the speed of fcrsr*-

ation of sulphones from p-Dromo-benzenesulphonyi

chloride and a substituted benzene reveal the substit¬

uents in the following ordar:-

Ch3 > H > Br > Ci y nos
The reaction used was tne Pried®1 and

Craft's synthesis .and tne substituting radicals ware

all present in tne p-position in tne ring. Olivier



also Studied the influence or substituants in the

benzene ring on the mobility (or hydrolysis ) of

chlorine in the side chain or benzyl chloride (Rec.

Trav.Chlm., 1923,12, 516,775) and obtained tine roiiow-

ing series ror groups in the p-poaition:-

0.a3 > H > I > BT > CI > COOE > UQg
Ruia and Patarson ( J.C.3., 1924.125.1121)

nave pointed out that a similar series can be con¬

structed rroixt tne figures relating to the speciric

Inductive capacities or compounds ot the type CgE^X
where x is tne variable aulastituent. The inriuence

or tne groups in this case is in tne order

£0o> CN > CG.CE > CEO > CI > Br > 6X > CE, >E
0i o ' ' * a 7 3

Prom considerations such as these it has

"been deduced that the similarity or substituent influ¬

ence in all these cases is to toe traced to a funda¬

mental electrical change in the molecule due to the

presence or tne substituent group. Tnis type or

aubstituent enact has been referred to as the "general

polar effect" (hooinson, inn.Hep.Guam.Soc., 1922,96).

In the majority or cases the relative inriuence or a

number or common suostituents approximates to tne

roilowing series

E0„, CGOE, naiogens, O.CE,, E, CE ,E(CE, LM O V V #9

An important contribution to this problem

or polarity was made re cently toy Sir J.J. Thomson

( Phil.Mag. ,1933,^6,497 ) in ail attempt to explain



orientation affects in benzene substitution. Thomson

compared the introduction of sucn a group as NQS
or CH_ into a hydrocarbon to tha insartion of an

O

alactrostatic doublet and suggested that substituting

radicals are divisible into two types (i ) those which

require an electron to form a complete octet (OH,NHSf

CH3 and halogens) and (11) those which have one
electron over arter completion of the octet (no2,CGQH,
CHO,CN). It was also shown that the introduction of

such an electrostatic doublet would give an electric

moment to the molecule which, in turn, will affect the

specific inductive capacity <?f the compound* . The

change in the specific induotlve capacity of compounds

RX( e.g. CgHgX) where X is the variable substituent, as
measured for lon-g wavelengths is stated to give a

measures of the moment. Thomson also notes tnat the

magnitude in question is a vector quantity and tnat in

di-substituted benzenes, the erfect of two similar

doublets in tne ortho position will assist one anotner,

but in the para position will neutralise one another;

tne reverse holding true for doublets of dissimilar

type.

These suggestions together with some of

their related effects were only in part confirmed by

R.N.Kerr (Phil,Mag.,1927, 331 ).

The recent researches of C.P.Smyth,J.w.

Williams, K,HOjendahl and J.iSrrera, following up the

views of Thomson and of Debya, nave now established



the fact that the presence or a polar group, such as

HOg or CK^, In a hydrocarbon molecule introduces an
electrostatic doublet or dipoie and, what is perhaps

more important, that tne group in question is the seat

or tne dipoie moment or the molecule. Tne derinition

or the dlpoie moment or a hydrocarbon molecule is give&

as roilows. Tne electrical centres or tne nuclei

and electrons in a group or atoms do not usually

coincide. Tne distance between the electrical

centre or tne electrons and tnat or tne nuclei,

multiplied by tne cnarge at oitnar or these poles is

termed the dipoie moment.

The values or the dipoie moments ror various

atoms and groups have been calculated; they are round

to be characteristic or the substituent groups and

largely independent of tne hydrocarbon radicals to

which they are attached.

From the investigations or these autnors it

has been concluded that substltuents may be divided

into two classes identical witn tne older ideas or

electronegative ari l electropositive radicals, namely

(i) N02, oh, cooh, CI, Br, I and och^and (ii) GiL^MkL^
N(CH„ )Q. This classification tnererore replaces that3 d

formerly given by Sir J.J. Thomson.

From tne dlpoie moments round by tnese

investigators it is possible to construct a series in

which we pass from a strongly electronegative group

tnrougn neutral hydrogen towards groups or increasingly
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electropositive character. a series or this Xind is

the following:-

i,o2» t halogensf 0Ch3t h$ ^ ^*^3 ^2 1n
fna strong similarity will at once too

apparent to twoa 11 this series and that representing the

influence or auostituente on tno dissociation or

carboxylio acids, chemical reactivity and tno optical

rotatory powers or tne substituted series or compounds

prepared by Bottl. Trie two series are essentially

the saiiiti and this typo or subatituant influence is here-

after rorarrod to as the general polar erract.

An examination or the rotatory powers or

l-monthyi and Acetyl esters or substituted acetic acid

Oy Hale and co-worlars chow a that tno general polar

influence is predominant. fHe following table* in¬

cludes values for the dipoie momenta or some substituents

(calculated oy J.w. Williams and iu hojendahl).
r t20°
[itip icr &ono-subatitutod acetic j&stera or tne $yp§ a.0 %•COOK

H= i-octyl

-116°
- 13.0°

X Dipoia moment a or iacid H= £ -merithyi

<®V» -*-1.4 e.a •U. 1.3 X 10~i0 -167.1°
-6

H — 1.6 X 10 -167.4°

Cxi3
—6

+0.4 • ■ 1.4 X 10 —160.2°

COOii -0.9 * a 160 X
—0

10 -160.3°

O.C^ - £3 X 10~5 -160.6°

o.cn3 -l.fi • u 33 X i0-6
. t, .V

-166°

Oh -1.7 • * 16 X
—6

10" -166° ( 94°)
Br -1.6 • * 136 X 10~6 -169°

CI -1.6 • 8 166 X 10"5 -171°
CN -3.6 0 a 370 X 10 ~5 -174°

-16.3°

-36.6°

-17.9°

Lectures to honours students - Edinburgh
University, Nov. 1929.
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yrOfli tne above introduction snowing now tno

dlpole natura or a substituent group is reriected in

ionisation, reactivity and in a general manner in the

optical activity or compounds, we are at once aware

or tne rundaaental character or sucn substituent

inriuences.

The mode or propagation or tno goneral polar

inriuenca nas provided material tor mush discussion.

In all probability it is transmitted by two methods

(i ) directly tnrouga space and (ii) by displacement

or smrt or tne valency electrons along the cuain or

atoms attacned to tna substituent, tche shirt being

towards electronegative ©roups sucn as MOg and CGQH,
or away rrom electropositive groups suon as Cdg or HHg.
Electronegative groups are generally assumed to be

groups having tne positive end or trie dlpoie situated

nearest to tne attacned hydrocarbon chain and electro¬

positive groups to have tne opposite arrangement. Tnis

explanation is given, at any rate as the most probable,

since no metnod lor determining tne absolute orientat¬

ion or a dipole in space has yet been evolved.

It isawell known fact tnat tne dissociation

constant or acetic acid is increased wnen nydrogen is

replaced by chlorine and depressed when replaced by

cn.3 or MHg. 2ne explanation 011 tne basis or tne chlorine

and matnyl being oppositely orientated aipoies is at

once simple and convincing.

CI.CHg. COO" ii Cdg, Cdg. COO
Electron attracting chlorine Electron repelling Ch3

fasllltatiTig iOTiisatltm Tepreevtag IWiiBS&llfe1 -

I
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Tna above example illustrates tine case or

substituent inriuerxca on tne ioaisation or hydrogen

which is brought about by tna loss or an electron

(symbolised thus ——&), Tne opposite type or reaction

in which an electron is gained by the reacting group

rinds illustration in the results or Olivier (Trav.

Chi®.1922,4^,302) where a study is made or the speed

of hydrolysis or chlorine in tna aide ohain or various

substituted benzyl chlorides. The following table

extracted rrom Olivxer's paper shows the veiooity

constants ror tne hydrolysis (by a large exoess or

water) or tne various p-substituted benzyl chlorides.

p-CH. • C xi . Cii0Cl3 6 4 2
=

. 163

• CiLjCi
6 & *

&-<AZa 3 .0157

p-Cl.C^.Cxlg.Cl ^82° - .ooaa

p-HOg.Cgh^.CHg.Cl - .00115

It can be seen at once that tne mobility

or chlorine in the side chain is augmented by the

introduction or the CH.3 group and enfeebled by tne

presence or CI and to an even greater extent by N0g,
The errect can be explained on the electron shirt theory

or substituent influence as follows

ch,3. c6n4. cHg^—ci mB. c6h4. ch^*--ci
> —

Electron repulsion assisting Electron attraction
completion or octet by chlorine tending to prevent

ionisation or chlorine

The dipoia nature or subatltuents and tne

consequent electron shift in tne adjoining nydro-
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carbon cnain can tnus bo made to account successfully

for simple oases or lonisation and reactivity.

A glance at tna table or tno rotatory powers

or i-mentnyl arid £ -octyi esters or substituted

acatic acids given on page will snow tnat wnen tna

electron snift is away from the asymmetric contra (as

in chloro and bromo-aoetic asters ) a risa in rotatory

power results, y&e raoverse effect tends to do

produced witn a dipola or opposite orientation (a.g.

N( cn3 )2or ch3 ).
a closer investigation or tne rotatory

powers or i-mantnyi esters, especially or suustituted

aromatic esters reveaxS, in addition to tne general

polar type or influence discussed above, a second type

of substltuent effect, from tne poiar standpoint an

abnormal influence is exerted in tne o-positicon in tne

benzene ring by certain electronegative substituents

(a.g, ci, Br,0.Ciig ), xnese substituents lower tne

rotation in tne ortno position altnougn tney raise tne

rotatory power of tne acetic aster. Conen, in an

examination or numerous i.-iaentnyl esters of substitut¬

ed benzoic acids round tnat tne results could not be

explained on the basis of tna fran&land Lever Ana

Theory wnicn preaicts tno influence of tne position

isomers to be in tna order, ortno Cunsubstituted <meta

Cpara.

The following table- 3nows values or tne

-*
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rotatory power oi tne Z~mnthyi asters or crtno-

substituted and para-substituted benzoic acid:-

ortno series Para aeries

[mVCx>

-381°

-332°

-239°

-231°

—206°

-195°

-148°

substituent

ng2

COO!

u

CH3
ar

ci

O • Ciig

[Mlr
-237.5'

-23 S\100")

-237°

-23 7( 100°)

-23 9°

—233°( 100°)

Substituant

MOa

-O.Cxi,3
CI

Cii3
xi

ii

Rule (J. C.8., 1924.125.1121) nas pointed out

tnat amongst tna ottlio-substltuted mentnyl benzoic

asters in general a subatituant willed is laeta-ciirective

in benzene substitution raises tne rotatory power and

one or ortho-para-directlve type lowers tna value.

Tna following table is extracted from a paper by Hula,

Hay♦lumbers and Pateraon ( J.c.S.,1928.180 ) and snows

tne values of lfc£°ror ^-ruan-toyl and i~octy 1 ortno-

substituted benzoic eaters: also tiio percentage or

met a an:, para products obtained on nitration or the

corresponding substituted benzenes.
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ibstituent x I -oetyl ^-menthyl nitration of

[M]3°
j> K° <fW m

*°2 -122° -381° 93 0.4

COOh -90° to -117° -33a° 76 1.2

H -77.8° -339° - -

G&s -68.1° -251' 3.1 41

I -44. 3° -237' - 66

Br -49,2° -20b0 0.3 62

Cl -47.1° -196° - 70

Q.Cifj -33.0° -146° chiefly 0 & p

The statement of tma "ortho arrect" as it is

called can be further amplified (Rule and co-workers )

in that tne actual magnitude of tne change produced by

a substituent» in the ortho position* on the rotatory

power of menthyl o enso ata is found to agree cl03ely

with the orienting power of the groups as deduced from

the. proportion of 2201a and ortno-para derivatives

formed on nitration. Tne influence of ortho

subatituents has boen summarised by Bale and co-workers

( J.C.S.,lSSb,p.i78) as foilows:-

(»H+), aOg, COQH, Ch^.CO, h, Ch3, I, Br, CltO,Oh3,(COO
where the aubatituents to the right of hydrogen lower

the rotation and those to the loft raise tna value.

The exact positions of the ionised complexes are at

present indefinite. with reference to these cnarged

ionic groupings Rule ( J.c.3.,1927,p.54 ) has already

drawn attention to tno changes observed in tne optical
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activity or certain acids and bases on ionisatlon;

pointing out tnat tne cnaracterlstic influence or

CQOH and iTEg often tends to 6a reversed wnan tnasa are
present as ionic complexes. A similar reversal naa

Caen notad in tne directive powers or tneso groups on

benzene suDStitution (Fluracneim, Cnem.and Ind.,1936

46. 43, Ingold and Robinson, J. C.6.,1936,1666 and Goss,

Ingoid and Wilson, J.C.S., 1936, 3440). Tnis typa of

errect was investigated witn rererence to tna ortno-

errect in tne mantnyl benzoates (Rule and MacOinivray,

J.C.S. ,1939.401 ) wnen tne ionised forms (COO"" and

uCCR^JgR) appeared in tnelr expected positions in
tne series or tne second type.

A gradation in properties rrom tne meta

directive COOR group to tna ortno-para directive ionic

group ( COO" ) can be brought about by the esteriricatlon

or tne COOH group, wnan tne relative inriuence or the

COO alfcyl radical on tne rotatory power or mentnyl

allcyl pntnalates aa recorded by Conen,woodrurre and

Anderson (J.C.S., 1916.109.333) is in complete agreement

witn tneir directive powers as snown by tne amount or

meta-compound formed on nitration.

Substituent COOR COOCRg COOCgR^ R (COO"")
f> m-compound formed 80.3 73.3 68.4 - (o and p)

[Mf -333° -368° -364° -339° (-193)

Tne suggestion tnat tnis second type or

substituent errect is a comparatively local one rinds

support in tne racts recorded above, namely tnat, wiillst

it is evident in tna ortno-substituted benzoic esters,
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it cannot be traced in the corresponding meta or para

-derivatives or in the asters or mono-substituted

acetic acids.

The method or transmission or a polar

influence, as already abated, may be directly through

space as well as along tne chain or intervening atoms•

The ract tnat the effect of the subatltuent in tne

ortho-position on rotatory power seems linked up with

the directive power of the group in benzene substitut¬

ion leads us to refer to tie recent suggestions by

Ingold (Ann.Rep.cnem.8oc. ,1928. 140 ) concerning the

transmission of orienting effects in the benzene ring.

A new idea is there introduced, namely that a given

electro-chemical group may inriuence oenzane substit¬

ution by a direct action through space as wall as by

causing an electron shirt throughout the cnain of atoms.

Evidence that accords wltn the fact that the

optical influence of the second type in tne benzoic

esters is, in all probability, transmitted, through

space was advanced by Rule, hay and Paul (J.c.S.,1928

p. U*47) as a result of the investigation of the rotat¬

ory powers or a numoer of homologous ^-meutnyi alkyl-

oxyacetic esters and ^-menthyl hydrogen dicarboxyiic

esters. Tne results were taken to indicate that in

a growing carbon cnain the terminal carboxyl and

alkyloxyl groups return ppon tne asymmetric carbon

atom ana produce an opposite typo or effect on tne

rotatory power of the ester examined. Theiuaximum
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and minimum respectively occurred about the fifth

carbon atom and tne effect thus seems to toe analogous

to that observed toy FranXiand.

In the further investigation of this spatial

influence additional favourable evidence can toe cited

in the rotatory powers of tneZ-manthyl naphtnoic

esters prepared toy £retscner,Huie ana Spence (J.C.3.,

1928,1493). Tne following tabie, which includes

esters prepared toy tnose autnors, is compiled from

data published in J.C.S., 1928.1493: 1929,2516.
0 -iao°
-L-Menthyl ifaphtnoate^ DKlS4.fcl in benzene.

1-naphtnoate s 2-naphtho ate s pe ri-derivat ive s

unsubstit. -319 unsuostit. ■ • • •-288 8 - uo2 -841'
2 - CH3 -99. 6° 1 - 0. -268°
2 - 0. C% • - - + 45. 3° 3 - CI -275° 8 - CI -172

3 - 0.0% -206° 8 - 0Ch3 -157
r i2°

© Value of [mJ

The abnormal depressive direct of tne ortho-

para directive substituents is exhibited in the several

ortho positions of tne ^ and /6 naphthoic esters exam¬

ined and also wnen the groups are in tne peri-position.

The similarity of tne type of effect proauced in the

above series of peri-naphtnoic esters to that obtained

in the ortho-substituted benzoic esters leads to

the conclusion that some peculiarity common to an

tnese compounds must toe the root cause of the difference
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in the type or effect produced toy tne various poxar

groupings. Tne most obvious feature to which this

behaviour can toe assigned ia tne spatial proximity

of tna side cnains. we thus arrive at tna hypotnesis

that the dispxacement of certain groups in the series

representing the group effect of tno second type, from

their order in tne general polar series, is due oo the

direct propagation of an influence through space,

this liCfluenoe operating in the opposite sense to

that transmitted tnrougii tne chain.

In the following thesis an attempt is made to

ototain further evidence hearing on a space effect toy

making use Of tne valency deflexion tnaory recently

advanced toy Thorpe and Ingoid, vrnicn is outlined in

J.C.S., 1921,305. Tne ideas which are tnere put

forward concerning tne spatial arrangement of tno

cartoon valency too MS may toe briefly stated.

It is suggested that tne tetrahedron repres¬

enting the cartoon atom can only too regarded as regular

when the cartoon atom is joined to four otaar atoms or

radicals of the same size (atomic volume) and that

the angle between any two valencies attacned to

cartoon will vary according to tne dimensions of tne

two other attached atoms or groups, Ingoid has

estimated the angle between the valency bonds of a

cartoon atom in a polymet toy lone chain and concluded it

to toe 115 instead of 109 as originally calculated



calculatari by aaeyar. Tag difference is explained as

arising from the smaller atomic volume or Hydrogen as

compared with that or cartoon, a striking confirmation

or the tneoiy is noted toy O.K. Ingold (Ann. Rep, cnem.soc}.,
lS23,p.llo ) in an investigation in which the oL -Promo

derivatives of tne tnrae compounds, glutaric acid,

/3-methyl glutaric acid and /3/3 dimethyl glutaric acid

are examined ror tne ease or ring formation, tag

results otot lined toy treating tne ot -oromc-acids with

alkali under standard conditions are given in tne

following tabie:-

btartlng from <^-bromo-
_x.

Products: glutaric/3-methyl $3 dimethyl
acid glutaric acid glutario acid

cC-OH glutaric acid lt>^> by, 4

glutaconic acid &j> 9p oye

Cyclopropane acid 47yo 64^ 84fft
Total biyk 8b^>

Frcois tae table it can toe seen now marked is

tne effect of the gem-dimethyl group in promoting ring

closure in the torooo-derivative of /^3-dimethyl glutaric

acid. The result is brought about on Ingold's

hypothesis toy the ends oi the cnain toeing Drought

closer together as a consequence of tne Increase in

atomic volume of tne methyl groups over that of tna

hydrogen atoms, Numerous examples Of the gem-di¬

methyl structure promoting or stabilising ring

systems in tne atoove mannor could toe cited from the
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Chemistry of tne blcycllc tarpenes and camphors. Th®

fact that these affacts are not dua to the repulsion

of similar polar groupings, hut are definitely connect¬

ed with the volume relations and its resultant effect

on the valency angle, is demonstrated by tne occurrence

of cases in whicn such aieotrically dissimilar groups

as methyl and carbethoxyl take txie place of tna gam-

dialkyi group ( willstatter and Clarke, B., 1914.47.

298 ).

The valency deflexion theory of Ingold is

also supported by recent measurements in physical

chemistry. Vogel (J.C.S., 1929, 1476) has examined

the primary dissociation constants of a series of

substituted malonlc acids. The results obtained

agree in a strlkicng spanner with work dealing with the

same series of acids published later by Gane and Ingold

(J.C.S., 1929,1691). Tnose last-mentioned autnors

utilise a property of tne molecule depending on the

molecular electric field, namely the dissociation

constants of the acid molecule containing a free pole

i.e. Kg , the secondary dissociation constant. The
molecular electric field, in turn,is snown in an

earlier publication (Ingold,J.C.S., 1928,1594) to be

definitely affected by tne distance apart of the two

carboxyl groups, and tnls distance will undergo

definite variations if txie valency deflexion txieory

has any real significance. The rosulta in this

paper of Gane and Ingold snow that the secondary
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dissociation constants (^) decrease regularly as wa

pass from unsubstltutod malonic acid to tne mm- di-

propyi acid. From tna liguras obtained the distances

between tna carboxyl groups are calculatad for each

acid and appaar for tne dlsubstituted molecules as

follows:-

substltuent h2 ( cna )g (c2rfg )2
Dist.apart of COOtf groups (Ay.) 1.54 1.45 0.71

.

From tne above table it is evident tnat the

increase of atomic volume of tne metnyl group over

hydrogen, and ethyl over methyl,et.seq,., is definitely

effective and tnat tne Ingold valency deflexion tnecry

has real application.

The first series of optically active oenthyl

esters described in tne present thesis are Uf tna type

K n

2

where x is either coon, .00*% or ( COQ~ and R » H,

CHa or c2e5.
In addition, a number of oc-metnoxy aliphatic

esters have been prepared in order to test further tne

conclusions of Rule,Hay a*id Faul. (see p. 16. ) based on

an investigation of esters of the type C^QR^gO.OC.CHg.Q
Al&yl. as was pointed out by these authors tne

observed variations in the rotatory powers of this

series of compounds are probably due to the growing

alkyl cnain returning to the neighbourhood of the

asymmetric atom*. It was suggested that a more
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satisfactory comparison witn asters of tne type

E00C.(CH2)n CQOC^qH^ could Co effected by tna use of
tna mora difficultly accessible cj -matnoxy eaters

C10H190.0C( Cxig )n0. CE3. In tna latter case tna strongly
polar metnoxyl group mignt bo expected to produce

mora definite cnangos tnan were found to result from

tne growing alkyl cnain.
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SISCUS3I0H 07 RESULTS,

The results recorded in the experimental

section will be discussed under the headings or:-

(l)X-Menthyl Esters or the gem-dlalxyl type.

(2 )Z-Menthyl Esters or the co-methoxy aliphatic

series.

^-Menthvl Esters or the gegr-dialEvl Type.

It has been shown (p.i2) in a resume or the

investigations on the rotatory powers or X -menthyl

esters or substituted benzoic acids that, from the

aspect or substituent influence, an abnormal effect

was apparently exerted by certain electronegative

groups (Cl,2r,I and 0.CK3) wnen present in the ortho

position in the benzene nucleus. These substituents,

it was pointed out, lower the rotatory power in the

ortho position although in the para position they

exert the same influence as in the X -menthyl esters

or the mono-substituted acetic acids; in both the

latter cases leading to an increased rotatory power.

The hypothesis put rorward to account for

this abnormality shown amongst the ortho esters assumes

that the normal substituent influence, as transmitted

through the cnain or atoms, is reversed by the

influence propagated directly through space (Rule,Kay
and Paul, J.C.S., 1923, p.1347 ). The reversal is

supposed to result from the peculiar orientation of
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the groups with respect to the asymmetric centra.

TMs idea is also supported toy an examination or the

eaters or peri-sutostitutad naphthoic acid (Bretscher,

Rule and Spence, J.C.S., 1929, p.1493).

In ordter to te3t further the atoove Hypothesis

certain asters or the gem-dialkvl malonic type have

now toaen prepared. Assuming tha validity or tne
txiGory

Thorpe,Ingold valency deflexion^ tnesa asters are or

such a nature as to snow tne arrect on tne rotatory

power or gradually decreasing tne distance in space

toetwaen tne polar sutostituents and the asymmetric

complex.

Tne sutostituents examined in this aliphatic

series were the cartooxyl group, COQE, which raises

the rotatory power in aenthyl hydrogen phtiialate;

the ionised cartooxyl group, coo", which lowers the

rotatory power in the same estor, and the methoxyl

group, which also diminishes the value in the ortho-

methoxy toenzoate.

ir the various malonic esters are regarded

merely as substituted acetic derivatives it is to toe

expected that the general polar effect or tooth

cartooxyl and mathoxyl groups will toe predominant and

that the rotation of tna unsutostituted compound will

toe raised in consequence toy tooth sutostituents. The

negative charge associated witn the ionised cartooxyl

group would for the same reason toe expected to lower

the value. A difference in influence however may



become apparent toatwoen the effects or tne two former

groups If in the gem-dlalkyl compound they actually

toe come rotated round the central cartoon atom and

forced to approach more closely to the asymmetric

complex, and thus approximate to the case of the

ortho-sutostituted benzoic esters. C.K.Ingoid (Rae.

Trav.Chim., XLVIIIt<9, 79?) has concluded that a

sutostituent which is able to toring atoout an electrical

change toy relay through tha chain of atoms may also

toe regarded as giving rise to an electric rield in

space. It may therefore toe suggested, as a working

hypothesis, that the abnormal sutostituent effect in

the ortho position is a result of the electric field

due to that pole of the sutostituent dlpoie furthest

from the benzene nucleus acting on the asymmetric

atoms directly through space. The spatial influence

thus tends to reverse tne influence propagated through

the chain. This suggestion is more readily illustrat¬

ed in the case of the simpler dlpole (f - CI as in

the compounds

hote: According to recent work on alpolo moments it is
believed that two valencies in divalent cxygen
mako an angle of 109° with one another as in the
case of cartoon valency toonds.

eg

^asymmetric atoms

?
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That such a complete reversal or the polar

inriuence or the mataoxyl group cannot la© expected In

the gom-riialkyl typo or as tor is evident rrom a

cons id©ration or tne comparatively small diminution

in angle, as calcuiatad by Ingold, brought about by

tno introduction or tna geia-dimethyl group. An actual

reversal would require tno angle to bo loss tnan 90° .

^0- .c-
116.3° ^cCTT 109.6

iT G- C-

Tto gem-die thy1 group will diminish this

angle to a slight degraa lUrthor according to

Ingold's views.

It is evident tnererore that no actual re¬

versal or the electric rield rrom the methoxyl dipole

permeating the asymmetric complex is to be anticipat¬

ed, even in tne gam-diethy1 derivative. Mevertaeiesa,

since both the methoxyl and carboxyl groups raise tne

rotatory power or tno acetic aster, it may be expected

tnat as the substituent groups are reread closer to

the monthyl complex tne rise due to tne carboxyl will

be relatively greater than that due to the methoxyl,

ror the reason that their positions in space relative

to the active complex will be intermediate between

that round in tna acetic esters and the ortho-sub-

stituted benzoic esters, on the other hand the

negative pole rormod by ionisatlon or the carboxyl

group is likely to give mora clearly defined errects

owing to its simpler structure. As the presence
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of the negative charge lowers the rotatory power In

the ionised acid phthaXlc ester, this rail should

also Toe observed even in the sodium salt or X -menthyl

hydrogen malonate and become still more pronounced as

the pole approaches the active complex in the higher

members.

The experimental results are summarised in

the following table.

^6461 fQr asters or the Maionic Type appspfo.)

Subs^ituent State hx co-oc,0hi9
h- s*

Vv/00^
Hf? -X

H.C

H C''
s <-

co oc,0h,3
c^x

COOB

O.CH3

Homog.

a

t -189. 9"

*-195.3°

—308°

—19 7.9°

-234.7°

COOH

O.Ch3

) Benzene
solution

c • 8

-180°

-184°

-199°

-190°

-213°

-201°

COOH

O.CHg
COO"*( Na)

Alcohol

[solution
C=8

-193°

-196°

-185°

-203°

-214°

—184°

-216°

mm

-166°

*Rule and Smith.J.C.8..1935.135. 3188.

tRule,Hay and Paul, J.C.S., 1S28 1348.

Before proceeding to a detailed discussion

of the values shown above however, the specific polar

effect of the gem-dialKvl groupings must be considered.

The polar effect of either the methyl or

ethyl group alone is Known to bo such as to cause a

small incre ase in the rotatory power of the acetic

ester (see table on p. 9 of the introduction) go that

the presence of a gom-groublng. either dimethyl or
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diethyl will have an elevating effect on the rotation

of the esters (compare Rupe,Trans.Farad.Soo.,1914,

10. 46). Sued an effect can be readily noted in tne

molecular rotations recorded in the above table.

In contrast to this general 3levation of

the rotatory powers, it can he observed in all cases,

except those referring to alooholie solutions, that

the rise in the methoxy ester is small compared to that

in the cafboxy compound; becoming less in comparison

as we pass to the gem-dlethvl derivative. For

actual illustration the values of the molecular

rotations in benzene solvent may be cited since it

has been found (Ruie,8pence and Brotscher,J.C.S.,1929,

p.2519) that the electrostatic nature or the direct

effect seems to be exhibited to the maximum extent

in solvent3 or low dielectric constant.

The rotation of the unsubstltutea mathoxy

ester, it will be observed is lower than that for the

corresponding carboxy compound by 4° . This differ-

once is accentuated to 9° in the gem-dimethyl derivat¬

ive, being further Increased to 12° in the gam-

diethyl member. This method of comparison conven¬

iently eliminates the polar interference of the geia-

groupings. Similar changes are found to occur in

the homogeneous esters.

The conclusion to be drawn from these

figures therefore seems to be that, as the angle

between the methoxyl and tne manthoxy complex is
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diminished by the Introduction or hulJcy diallsyl groups,

the elevating effect of the methoxyl substituent on

the rotatory power becomes leas and less marked as

the electric field of the opposite pole of the assoc¬

iated dlpole begins to affect the asymmetric atom3.

If it were possible to diminish this angle to that

subtended in the orthe methoxy benzoate then, as was

suggested previously, there is some reason to believe

that this increase in rotatory power would be trans¬

formed into a fall.

The values in alcoholic solution trend in

the opposite direction, the increase in the diethyl

compound being relatively smaller for the carboxy

ester. This is probably to be accounted for on the

ground that a true comparison in alcoholic solution

is vitiated by the loniaation of the carboxyl compound.

Gane and Ingold (also Vogel, J.c.S.,lS29 p.1476) have

shown that as the cafboxyi groups, in a aeries sucn as

the substituted malonic acids, approach one another

the degree of ionisation increases enomaoualy and it

is precisely in alcoholic solution that the ioniaation

will become evident. It is probable tnerefore tnat

the rotations of the carboxy compounds in alcoholic

solution and especially the diethyl member are abnor¬

mally low owing to an abnormal degree of ionisation.

This factor will be much less obvious in the homogen¬

eous compounds or in benzene solution rrom which the

conclusions indicated have been drawn.
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The Interpre tat ion of the values of toe

rotations given above Is furtner borne out by a study

of the Biolecular rotations of the sodium salts of

the earboxy esters as compared with those for the

comparatively unionised forma in the same solvent

alcohol.

The figures given in the table on page 3 7

show, firstly that in agreement with the demands of

the polar hypothesis, tne ionisation of trie carboxyl

group in Z-manthyl hydrogen maionate loads to a small

hut definite fall in rotation and secondly, using the

same method of differences as before, that the small

decrease in rotation cf the unsufcstituted compound on

ionisation, amounting to 8° , is increased to 39° in

the gem-dimethyl ester and to 49° in the gem-dlethvl

derivative. This result can he explained in a

similar manner to the effects observed in the methoxy

series. The negative pole lOrcied by ionisation, the

result of a complete separation of the two compounds

Of the OH dipole (compare suggestion of *#jendahl,

Thesis, Copenhagen) may be regarded as having a more

powerful and more extensive electric field than would,

in ordinary circumstances, belong to a simple dipola.

The effects of this powerful negative charge,possibly

masking the effects of smaller dipoles associated with

the group, will therefore extend furtner into space

and, at a given distance, will be more pronounced than

for a simple substituent doublet. As the distance
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"between this negative pole and the asymmetric atoms

decreases as we pass from the unsubstltuted to the

gant-diethyl compound the difference between the

molecular rotations of the unsubetitutad and gam-

dimethyl hydrogen esters and tneir ionised forms shows

a decided increase. This increase together withhthe
nB

further smaller increase whan we reaGh the gem-diethyl

variety lends support to these suggestions. it mqy

also be noted that, in all probability, the real

difference between the OOOtl group and the 000" residue

is even greater tnan is indicated by the observed

figures since the diethyl earboxy compound is com¬

paratively strongly acidic and exists in alcoholic

solution to some extant in tna ionised condition.

The apace influence of a given substituent

on the rotatory power of the parent compound is thus

seen to be quite a separate and definite effeot.

This influence at the same time can be comparatively

powerful provided that the spatial proximity of the

reacting groups is such a3 to enable the electric

field associated with tne substituent pole or dipole

to extend to the adjacent asymmetric atom or complex.

A study of the rotatory powers of the

dimenthyl asters of tea maionic series reveals a

furtnor interesting result which can also be

interpreted as being brought about by the increasing

effective volumes Oi the gam-groupings.

The following table shows the recorded
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values of til© molecular rotatory powers or the series

off dimanthyl ©stars.

[li] ror Dl-xC*kanthyl Kaionic Esters (at SO° approx. )

state CO" ocloh,9
q
xco ociohi9

chj^ y co o Clo Hi9
ch/ xco oc,0H/3

c. hs CC

czhf c 0

»• o cl0 hia

o cfo h,g

Homogeneous
*

-311° -271. 9° -279.1°

Benzene c = 5 -384° -893° -2b9

Alcohol c - 5 - -321° —31b°

*Extrapolated from values at 7G° »90° ,etc. (Hall,J. C.S.
1983,p.110 ).

It will Toe observed that the molecular

rotations exhibit, on the whole, a regular decrease

as we pass to the geia-diethyl compound. This decreaso

in rotatory power illustrated completely in benzene

solution, is moat simply intarpretated as the packing

or the earbomentaoxy complexes together Toy reason or

the decreasing angle between tne carbon-carboxyl val¬

ency bonds as we pass trom the unaubatituted maionate

to the gem-diethvl compound. A similar errect has

been observed by Cohan CJ. C.S., 1916, p.88b) in the

rotatory powers off dimantnyl phtnalate and terephthalate.

« -586° (tarephthalat# ). [*]££, « -4*4 (phthalate )

?/alden (zeitsohr.physical. Cham., is9b,sgi,377 )
in an examination or the diamyl esters cr malelc and

rumaric acids round that [Mj^ ror the JTumaric compound
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decreased fro® +-15.17° to + tor the diarnyl

maleata.

These results may In botn cases Da

attributed to the Increased, proximity ot active

complexes.

In the series or values tor the dieat era in

tne homogeneous state txie above sable snows tnat the

rotatory power or the dimanthyl dletnyl malonate has

risen by 7° over tne value for the dimethyl dlester.

This apparent exception to the interpretation or the

results just outlined may be related to a secondary

inriuenca beginning to be exhibited in this compound,

the fact that the diethyl maionic acid is a much

stronger acid than either or the two below it in the

series (Vogel,loe,clt. ) may account tor this elevation,

as it has already been established that in the acetic

series an increase in ioaisation oi the carboxylic

acid goes hand in hand with an increased rotatory

power or the active octyl or aenthyl eater (compare
Rule and Smith, J.C.3., 1S26, 187«ai88). this rise in

the rotatory power or the dimanthyl die thyxmaionate

however, Is an isolated ract upon which, until higher

members or the series have been examined, no very

derinite conclusions can be based.

During the preparation or the above dialkyl

compounds a number or interesting facts were observed

which may bo explained as purely sterlo erreats due to

the bulle of the gea-grounlngs and the spatial proximity

or the remaining two groups attached to the central

carbon atom.
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The first of these concerns the formation

of the dlmanthyl a stars by the sodium catalytic method.

This method, of preparation consists in adding the

correspending methyl ester to an excess of X-menthol

containing a small weight of dissolved sodium. Tag

mixture is maintained at a temperature of 150-160°

for three hours» at the same time distilling over the

methyl alcohol liberated and thus allowing tna react¬

ion to proceed in the direction of formation of the

menthyl ester. The dlraenthyl esters prepared by

this means showed yields varying from 63$ of the theory

for the unsubstltuted variety down to 52$ for the gem

-diethyl compound. men prepared by way of the acid

chloride the percentage theoretical yield varied from

57$ for the gem-dimethvl to 13$ for the genwtlethyl

compound.

It was noted during the purification of the

crude diesters, prepared by the rirst method describedt

that the amount of the mixed menthyl methyl ester
mr$S*0

became the greater as the gara-diethvl derivative was

approached,

a ^CQQC10Hlo C% 0000^0^19 0g&5 ^ .CQQCi/hii q
11 XC 7ot * ^o^ra

a ^ cooca3 ca3^ ^cqqch3 ^oqqgh,3
This result can be won explained by too

decreasing angle a in %Ja& higher iuembersof toe series.

Referring to the rcem-diinotoyl compound as an example;

the surest ion may bo put forward that the buix of

the first X -menthyl radical occupies so much of the
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available space left round the central cartoon atom

tnat a so cowl t -aenthyl group finds it amen mora

difficult to of foot an entry. This effect will toe

correspondingly more prominent in the formation of the

geaHfliethyl ester.

On half-hydrolysis« these diestors also

afford illustration of the steric effects both in

respect of the character of the hydrolysis and of the

percentage yields obtained. himentnyl maionate could

toe easily hydrolysed at room temperature; the ease of

reaction in this case may toe associated in part with

the possibility of the ester occurring in the enoiic

form. On the other hand it was necessary to boil

tne gom-dlmetnyl ester for 36 hours and the gem-dl-

ethyl compound for 65-70 hours - the conditions as to

concentration toeing similar - before hydrolysis was

completed. The yield3 obtained also showed a corres¬

ponding decrease from 20^ of the theory for the gem*

dimethyl down to 4.5fo for the yield of the gem-dicthyi

hydrogen aster.

Prom considerations such as the foregoing

there seems little doubt that tne ingold Thorpe theory

holds at least in a liualltativo sense, From the

figures given toy Gane and In old (J.0.3.# 1929,1691)

for the diatanoe apart of the cartooxyi groups in the

series of substituted maionic acids (see puga 21 of

the introduction), it might have bean expected that

larger effects on tna rotatory powers of the raaionic

type of eaters here examined should have been obtained.
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When the volume of the menthyl radical Itself is

taken into account it appears probable that since the
•a ■

space round the methylene carbon atom in mentnyl

hydrogen malonate is already comparatively well filled,

the substitution of a dialkyl group cannot Change the

proximity of th& carboxyllc groups to such an extent

as in the case of the free dicarboxyllc acids. The

values obtained for the rotatory powers therefore are

judged to conform to a reasonable degree both to the

effects which eeuld be expected fioia the ualoncy

deflexion theory and to those which were to be antici¬

pated as originating from a spatial influence of the

substituents under investigation.
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.^-aantnyi .»s>3rfl-QjLJAlUmUc
yra»v i and pound rroia a survey or ua

molecular rotations or a given homologous series tnatt

in general, tfley roll into two types, tne one tending

to a maximum and too other to a minimum about the

fifth carbon atom, on tna oasis or Jaeyor'a 3train

tnoory yran&land suggested taat tho effect was due

to a continuous euain or five carbon atone returning

on itself.

a number or homologous aeries nave also been

Garninod by Plckard and kenyon ?md tool? co-workers.

In many cases tney round that Zm normal variation of

rotatory power from member to memoer underwent a sudden

Change at or about tire fifth or a imltipla or five

carbon atoms. i'uesa investigators {Piok&rd,3tenyon

and i-binter,!.0.3., 1913, Xa.3% 1J also point out that

yranklund's conception may bo oxtonded to moiuao series

in which tnoro is an oxygen atom in the chain. It was

particularly wita this last idea in mind tout aulo,

lay ana Paul (J.C»l.f1828»p.i3*7) investigated toe

ofroot on the molecular rotation or a growing chain

containing terminal carbcxyx and aUtyloxyl groups.

Tiio esters actually investigated were or tne two types

HvQo. v CSijj )fi» CCOCjjQkij^^and Clg. v Cng J^. 0. COOC^QIjj.
It was sought to demonstrate by auea means that the

•ortno effect" in tne bonzeic eaters was transmitted

through space, sines in the crtho position in the

benzene ring the earboxyl ana alkyloxyi groups produce
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an opposite type of offoot. The curves ropre santing

the variation in the molecular rotations of the asters

examinee showed, .an alternation of opposite type. In

the case of the alKyloxy series however the inter¬

pretation was rendered somewhat indefinite by the

weakness of tae effects observed and owing to the

possibility of the observed changes being secondary

influences due to the chain returning on the oxygen

atom of the aikyloxyi group.

Th© ideal series of compounds for comparison

with the menthyl hydrogen dicarboxylatea was deemed

to be the to -mcLnoxy aliphatic esters which was not

then examined owing to tea known difficulty of obtain¬

ing members nigher than the /3 -methcxy propionate.
of

In spite of the labour and considerable number/repeat

preparations involved it was considered of interest to

examine these compounds in so far as time permitted.

The /£ -menthyl -r-roetnoxy butyrate and <£-monthyl

<T-methoxy valerate were eventually obtained in

sufficient quantity for careful purification by fract¬

ional distillation, the preparation of the former ester

being particularly arduous.

The following table shows the results which

have been obtained for this series.

Substituent oc-008, /3-Q.Gki.
m

V--O,©SL £~0.CHg
t Homog. ) *-195.3 r-i86.o° -188. ft* -184.8°
n 6 7 8 9

*xui-3 ant smith (J.c.s. tiS2S,jyi7,2i8& }
tRule and Paul (unpublished).
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195 -

r 12o° /30°Mm,
185-

'8o _

6 T 8 9 ' .j_

The above diagram shows the Influence of

the growing chain, containing a terminal methoxyi

group, on the rotatory power or the normal aliphatic

xt-menthy"i esters: n is a measure or the length, of

tne growing chain as in the already published work

or Hule,Hay and Paul (loc.cit. ), measured from sutfl

Including tho asymmetric atom (terminal nydrogen

being omitted)•
i

y-O-C-C-C-C-O-CH,
\/1 234-6-6. 78
A

^-manthyl v-metxioxy butyrate ^-menthyi hydrogen glutarate.

* asymmetric atoms.

The broken line Indicates the curve obtained in the

sanm WftTtntr for the ,£ -menthyi hydrogen dlearboxyiataa.

The results shown graphically above indicate

that a decided rail in rotation from the a -methoxy to

the /3 -methoxy compound changes to a small elevation at
the Y~ -substituted compound: the value of the

<f -xustncxy valerate being the lowest point on the

above curve. compared with the results obtained by

Rule,Hay and Paul (ioo.clt. ) the elevation at the 8th

carbon atom corresponds to the first definite minimum

point in the alkyioxy series whereas a point represent¬

ing an elevation in rotatory power or the monthyl

? H, Hz 1^ n
O-C-C-C—C—C-OH

I Z 3 1- S 6 7 8
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Hydrogen esters also occurs at the 8th carbon atom.

The chief difference to He observed between tne curves

Tor the alleyloxy and to-metnoxy series, so rar as the

results yet obtained can He discussed, lies in tne

effect produced at the 9tn carbon atom. At this

point the curve for tne to -mthoxy series still

Has a downward trend whilst that representing the

values of tne alicyioxy series ascends to a point

definitely higher than that representing the 8th

carbon position. It is in this respect that the

co -methoxy series is comparable to the co -phenyl

aliphatic series examined by Rupe (Xrans.Farad.soc•,

1914,^2.(46) who found the following values of the

molecular rotations for the X-menthyl esters.

Substituent. tO ^-o
(Hoaog. ) -186° -158° - -107°

n 6 7 8 9

Average aliphatic A-mentnyl ester [M]"' -157I
The very low value of the rotatory power

in the <5~ -phenyl derivative, being considerably less

than that corresponding to the average aliphatic ester,

represents therefore a genuine depression in the

rotatory power due to the spatial influence of the

phenyl nucleus on the asymmetric group.

A similar depression has been observed by

Rule,Bret8char and Spence,(J.c.S.,1928,1493} in the

>
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X -menthyl o-phenyl benzoatd in which the phenyl

substituent is held in close proximity to the

^-menthyl complex.
^

-coociohi9

[M]^ " -201° (in benzene,© » 5)

^-me-thyl benzoate [m]£ * -839° (homogeneous).

Although the low value or the rotatory power

or tne iT-methoxy valerate cannou m definitely be

regarded as a minimum point in the series, there seams

to be a comparison possible between the <0 -methoxy

and the co -phenyl compounds at this point which may

ba interpret ated as a genuine space erfact. Until

the value or the rotation or the next higher member

of the 03-methoxy series is available a definite

conclusion cannot be arrived at. The similarity in

effects produced in these two series Justifies to

some extent the above interpretation of the limited

results.

In the light of previous results and from thftse

recorded in this thesis, and in spite of the indefinite

nature of the latter discussion, there seems little

doubt that a definite spatial effect of substituents

is existant and that the influence in question origin¬

ates in the electric fields of their associated dipoies.

The "ortho effect" in the benzoic esters, when a com¬

plete reversal of the general polar effect of certain

electronegative substituents ta&es place, is thus
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probably electrostatic in nature. Tne direct space

effect of a substituont can therefore be associated

vritb tne electric field of tiia •free" end of tne

substltuent dlpole overwhelming the normal effect

transmitted through tiie chain of atoms^
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Dispersion Batios,

On plotting the reciprocal or tiie rotation

against tna square or Uie wavelength a straight Una

grapiii within the limits or experimental error, is

obtained for all the esters examined. It iagy

■therefore be concluded that all the substances

exhioit normal and simple dispersion under the condit¬

ions of examination.

Ine following tabla snows toe dispersion

ratios for tna esters examined in this thesis.

cl435'&

Ester jHBK
Homog. Benzene Aicdnoi

Dimenthyl D1metbylmaionata 1.90 1.92 1.93

Dimenthyl Dletbylmalonate 1.92 1.85 1.94

&enthyl Hydrogen Dimethylmalonate 1.99 1.96 1.95

Menthyl Hydrogen Diethylmalouata - 1.96 1.93

Meatfcyl cL -Me thoxy Isobutyrato 1.95 1.92 1.94

Mentiiyl oc-Ethyl ot-M3thoxy Butyrate - 1.97 mm

nentiiyl y-Metiioxy Butyrate 1.95 - -

Mentnyl <f-Ma thoxy Valerate 1.96
;!

mm mm

Troa tne above table it will be seen tnat

tho dispersion ratios are all normal in value.
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EAjPiiililLiEfllAL.

X-Monthyi Bsters or kalonic and Substituted nalonlc
Acids.

Dl~X~ia9ntnyi ftialonate.

For comparative purposes the rotatory power

of tn3 above ester, previously Investigated by

HilditOb (J.C.8. , 1909.95.15?! ).Hall ( J.C.S. .1823.125

109) and Rule and Smith ( J.G.S., 1925, iSZ 2185) was

required in "benzene solution.

As neither the method used by Hilditch nor

that of Hall gave satisfactory yields or the product,

recourse was had to the method described by Rule and

Mac Gi 111v ray (J. C.3,, 1929,p.40?) for the preparation

od X -menthyl o-dlmethylaalnobenzoato.

Dimethyl maionate (16.6 gma. 1 mol. ) was

added to X -menthol (78 gias. 4 mo la. ) in wnien sodium

(0.14 gms. .06 atom) had been dissolved (compare

suggestion or verley, Buli.6oc.Cnim. .192?.41 ,778 ).

The mixture was maintained at 140-160° in a distilling

nasi and a slow current or dry air drawn through the

apparatus. After thirty minutes heating no furtner
*

distillation or raetnyl alcohol toqp- place and tne

resulting brown viscous mass was allowed to cool. The

reaction mixture was then taken up in otner and washed

with dilute hydrochloric acid and then with water.

Alter removal or tne solvent the product was suojocted

to steam distillation in order to remove rreo menthol,

when cold the brown residual oil was extracted with
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other and the extract dried over calcium chloride.

After distilling off tne solvent a yellowish solid

remained which was pressed out on a porous plate and

left to dry in air. The yield of crude dimenthyl

iaalonate m.p. 66°- 56° so obtained was 30 gms. (63ft
of the theoryt calculated oxx the methyl ester ).

This product was recrystallised twice from

metiiyl alcohol and driedfafter which a comparative
o

20 o

rotation in chloroform solution gave O^r-9.46
20°

c- m 4.9Q and 200 Ml* (Smith quotes oc =-9.36° ).* 646/

The ester was rocrystallised oxice again and dried.
3,o° °

It tnan gave a value of ocs^t- -9.39 under the ««M

experimental conditions as before. This value

corresponds, within, experimental error, to tne figure

obtained by previous workers. A sample after drying

for 24 hours over in a vacuum desiccator gave

m.p. 57-57.5° ( corr. ); Hall quotes 62-6$ ,

The measurements of the rotatory power in

benzene solution were taken for tne line and

the E (green) line only:

Dl-X-xaintnvl halonate. iio-k)

gns.
in 10 c.c.

t° C X (mm. )
OC

5893
oi

5461
[m]

6893
[m]

5461

• 5000 18° 100 -3. 65 —4. 26° -278° -324
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^l-Menthyl hydrogen Malonate.

The diester obtained in too manner described

above was dissolved in 1200 c.c. or 96cj> alcohol and

toe amount or solium requisite ror too formation of

the half-ester was added in too form of sodium ethoxido.

The solution was practically neutral to phenoiphtnalain

after standing for two days at room temperature (10° C).

4ftor the small precipitate of disodium salt had been
*

filtered ofr and the alcohol removed by heating under

partially diminished pressure, the residue was dissol¬

ved by shaking with an ether-water mixture. The

aqueous layer was separated and, after anotoer tnree

extractions with an equal volume of ether to remove

menthol and any unchanged dlester, it was acidified

with 40 c.c. of 2h hydrochloric acid. The liberated

acid ester was removed in ether and tne extract dried

over anhydrous sodium sulphate for four days. On

removal of toe ether a slightly coloured residue re¬

mained which on recrystaillsation from ethyl acetate

and drying gave 5 gms. of a white crystalline mass
o r 120° °

m.p. o9 - 59.5 tod [<x]s * -77.42 (in benzene ,c * e)
Smith, loc.cit. records m.p. 58.5 - 59 and \oC\ = -75.00JS46/

(in benzene, c « 5). On further recrystalllsation
r i20"

the constant value <x s -77.62 (in benzene,c s g)L J 546/ '

was obtained. This last value was taken to be the

figure for the optically pure compound. Measurements

of the rotatory power of toe ester in benzene and in

pure calcium dried ethyl alcohol solution were observed
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for the wavelengths 6893 arid 5461 a.u, and appear

helow, The sodium salt of tne acid ester was formed

"by alesolving a known weight of hydrogen ester in pure

alcohol in a standard flask, adding the requisite

amount of freshly prep ared standard sodium ethcxide

to neutralise the acid taken and then making up to a

definite volume wii.h pure alcohol.

-Mentnyl aydrogon Malonate. (tn.w-a-jfi-x)
Observed Rotations.

State gms.
in 10 c.c.

o

t a Jsiihiit, ) cx
6893

(X
o461

Benzene . 5006 18 200 -6.58 -7.77°

Alcohol .6022 20° 100 -3.39° -4. 01

Ha salt
in alcohol

*.3670
o

18 100 —2. 37° -3.81

*gms. of acid in 10 c. c.

•

i&iecuiar Rotations,

stats gms.
in 10 c.c. t 0. ) [Ml

6893
[Ml

5461

Benzene .5006 18° 200 -169 -188°

Alcohol .5022 20 100 -164 -193°

Ha salt
in alcohol

* .3670 18 100 —166° — 185°

*
gms • of acid in 10 c.c *
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Di-A-Mentnyl Ester of Dimethyl Malonic Acid.

The dimethyl malonic acid used was obtained

by tne usual method for the production of substituted

malonic acids (Conrad A. .204.134: Xborne. J. C. s. .39.

544). It melted at 185° ; Conrad quotes m. p. 186°.
Dfmentnyl aster of Dl-oetavi. I.ialonia Acid. The

dimenthyl ester was prepared in a similar manner to

that adopted by Rilaitcn ( J, 0.8. ,i909lt9&,l57l). The

acid (38 gias. ) obtained as above was heated for tnree

hours at 5S-'lQ<f with three times the theoretical

amount or thionyi chloride. She aold oiuorlde so

produced as distilled under reduced pressure, giving

25 gms. of a product boiling at 5'A64° under 10 mtu.

(Yield represents 5%fi of tna theoretical).

A slightly greater quantity (about l-| ruols. )

than tna theoretical amount oi JL -mentnol was added

and the mixture heated for four and a half hours at

120-130° . She product was then dissolved in other,

wished with dilute sodium carbonate solution to remove

any acid present and tnan with water. The extract

was finally dried over calcium chloride. After

removing tho ether, the mixture was distilled under

diminished pressure. Menthol first distilled over

between 100-110° /12 mm., and t he process was continued

until tho temperature reached 220° . The distillation

apparatus was then attached to a Gaode mercury pump

when tne pressure was lowered to the neighbourhood of

2 mm. The bulk of tne remaining liquid distilled

between 20^-215° under 2 mm. Yield 33 gms. represent¬

ing 57f0 of the
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theoretical.

a further portion of the suae aster was

made and the two quantities mixed after trie first

fractionation# Tne wnole was tne n re fractionated

and the rotation of the resulting distillate observed

in the homogeneous state# Por tne mercury green

line, \ 5461 (is 100 Hum., t * 14.5° ) the value

of <X waa found = -64.65° . On again fractionating

the rotation under tne same conditions was found to

be unaltered# The pure ester boiled at 210° -212°
under 2.2 mm. pressure. Tne dimenthyl dimeihyl-

malonate so obtained was a slightly yellow coloured

oily liquid with a faint odour.

Analysis:- 0.1507 gias. of tne ester gave 0.1466 grns.

HgQ and 0.4048 gms. of C0a representing
73.3fo carbon and il.l^> hydrogen.

C26ii44°4 ra<luir08 carbon and
10.9^? hydrogen.

Density.:- the density of the ester was ta&an usinga

py&nometer holding 3-4 c.c. of liquid, the

density being calculated with reference to

water at 4° C.

D,405 a 0.9712.
4-

Measurement of rotatory power:- rotations or tne ester

were measured in the homogeneous state at

y 14.5° C. also in calcium dried ethyl alcohol

and in pure benzene for tne four wavelongtns,

6708,6893,6461 and 4358 A.U.

On the following pages are given tables snowing
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the observed rotations and tne calculated /aoiacular

rotations together witn a graph sowing tne reciprocal

of tlie rotation plotted against tne square of tne

wavelength.

IA-yt-iaentny'l Dimetnvlxaalonato. M.vV.

ODserved Rotations.

State
grnl.

in 10 c.c.
t° G. X (mis. ) ^

6708 ao893 0(15461 ^4368

Homogeneous

Alcohol

Benzene

1.3654
(in 25 c.c. )

0.5012

14.6°

15°

20°

100

200

100

— 42. 30

— 5. 64°

— 2.38°

-54. 9l

- 7.30°

-3.02°

—64. 67 J
- 8.58°

-3.59°

-104.34°
- 14.10°

- 5.80°

Molecular Rotations.

State gms.
in 10 c.c.

t° C. X (/am. ) [M]
6708

[M]
5893

[Mj
5461

M
4358

Homogeneous

Alcohol

Benzene

1.3654
( in 25 c.c. ,

0.5012

14. 5

o

16

20°

100

200

100

-127.5°''

-211

-194°

-230.9

-273°

-246°

' -271

-321

-293

o

.9

o

J —438. 7°*/

-527°
-473°
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^-iiontnyi Hydrogen Dljaathylaalonate.

This acid ester was obtained toy tno naif

Hydrolysis or trie dimentnyl ester by mean3 of sodium

ethoxide in 96f> alcohol.

Two preparations were carried out using 25 gas,

and 22.6 gas. respectively of the diester. In aacn

case 1200 c.q. of S6f axeohoi wore used and tne amount

of sodium required for tne formation of tna naif aster

added in tne form of sodium ethoxide. Tne half

hydrolysis in tnis case was first of all attempted

at room temperature (K>-15° C. ) tne course or tne

reaction being followed by titrating 2 c.c. of the

reaction mixture against 2i/2oO Hydrochloric acid.

After 22 days however tne titros nad only diminished

by 3 c.c. (in one case from 28.6 c.c. to 26.4 c.c. )

arid it was tnereiore decided to Si-eod up tne nydroiysis

by Colling the alconollc solutions under a refiux

condenser. when tne coiling nad Caen continued for

36 nours continuously in each case tne two solutions

were practically neutral to pnenolphtnalein. After

tne precipitate of disodium salt nad Ceen filtered off

(acout 1.6 gms. in each case) tne first purification

of the products was effected in a manner similar to

that used for the menthyl hydrogen malonate previously

described, except that, in tnls case the ether extract

of the acidified sodium salt solution was washed ten

times with water to remove any etnyl nydrogen carboxy-
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late present and then dried over calcium cniorido.

The solution was filtered and the ether removed in a

heated vacuum desiccator. Yields or 4 giss. and

3*6 gius. respectively of a slightly yellow hut odour¬

less syrup were obtained (representing HQftot the

theory).

The two preparations -were purified separately

as follows and mixed only when the molecular rotations

in alcohol coincided. The crude hydrogen ester

was dissolved in slight excess of dilute sodium

carbonate solution, thus forming the sodium salt, wnicn

was extracted with etner five or six times to remove

traces of diester. The purified solution of sodium

salt was then acidified with hydrochloric acid and the

precipitated manthyl hydrogen ester ta&en up in ether.

This ethereal extract was snafcen up ten or twelve times

with water and finally dried over calcium chloride.

The calcium chloride was filtered off and the etner

removed in a heated vacuum desiccator, tne heating

under vacuum being continued for 10-12 hours to thor¬

oughly dry tae syrup prior to observing its rotation

in alcohol.

After one purification tne first product gave
O

0

[m]s46/ - -198 (in alconol, c • 5, 100 mm. ) which

rose to [m]£, a -203° after a further treatment.

The second portion was purified in the same

manner till -203° was reached, when tne two

were mixed and a final purification of the mixture
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effected, No cnange in tne last value of -so3° was

observed, The As -men tnyi nyarogon dimetnyxmalenate

wan finally obtained as an. odourless syrup naving a

very slight yellow tint.

Analysis:- 0.1606 grns. of tne ester gave 0.1316 gms.

of Hs0 and 0.3656 grns. of CO.,* giving 6o.3^
C. and 9.6 ft. cxdd26°^ re4ulrGS *>6.6^ C.
and 9.7fb H.

Density:- tne density of tne liquid was determined

in a pylmometer holding about 1 c.c. of

liquid. d£5" s 1.029.
measurement of rotatory power:- tne rotation of the

ester was observed in tiio homogeneous state

and also dissolved in alcohol am benzene

as in tne previous ester. Tne rotation

of tne sodium salt in pure alcohol was also

determined as in tne case of mentnyl nydrogen

malonate.

Tna observed rotations and graphs snowing tne

reolprocals of tne rotatory powers plotted against

tne square or tne wavelengths of tne lignt employed

are shown in tne following pages.
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£ -mntnvl iLvdrchen idme thvImalonate. (m.W. £^70*0

Oosoryed Rotations.

St at e infg3S.c. t" C. Z ( awl. ) oi
8708

Ot
6461

oc
4358

Homogeneous - 17.5 25 -IS. 49° -16.40° -19.49° -32.56

Alcohol 0.5094 16° 100 - £.60° -3. £6° - 3.83 - 6.37

Benzene 0.4980 18° 100 - £.48° -3.09° - 3.67 - 6613

Ha salt in
alcohol

*0.4871
0

17 100 - 2.0S -2.41 - 2.83° - 4.61

*gms. acid In 10 c.e.

Molecular Rotations.

State gas.
in 10 c.c.

t C. Z (mm.) 6708
[M]

6893
[M]

6461
[MJ

4368

Homogeneous mm 17.5 25 -131 -172° -206° -342°

Alcohol 0.6094 18° 100 —133° —173° -203° -338°

Benzene 0.4980 18° 100 -135° -168° -199° -333°
ntf it y J5B

Ha salt in *0.4671 17 100 -117° -139 -164 -266
alconoi

*gjMU acid in 10 c.c.
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Di-xl-Menthyl Ester of Diethyl Malonlc Acid.

The first attempt tc prepare thi3 compound

required the production of diethyl malonic acid, which

was prepared from the diethyl ester of ethyl jaaionio

acid (supplied by British Drug houses,Ltd, ) by the

usual method. A purification of the acid was

attempted through its calcium salt as recommended put

the product obtained after drying on a porous plate

had a "low melting point of 11(>-1SQ0 . Yield 31 gms.

from BOO gnus. of diethyl ethyimalcnax-a. Conrad

records m.p. 131 for tne pure acid. Yogel . (J.C.S.,

Aug. 1929 records 127°. The impure acid obtained

above was recrystalilsed from a mixture of benzene,

ether and petrol ether (see Vogoi J.C.S. ,1929,p.1478).

On drying for three days in a vacuum desiccator the

melting point rose to 117-123 • This was considered

a pure enough product for subsequent treatment,
\

Twenty-four grams of the above diethyl

malonic acid wore heated with three molecules of thionyl

chloride (63 gins. ) in a flasic fitted with a reflux

condenser and leapt at a temperature of 6Ckigo° for two

hours. Hydrochloric acid gas was evolved vigorously

at first but gradually slackened. The excess thionyl

chloride was then removed by heating under diminished

pressure. The chloride was not distilled in this case.

Twice the theoretical amount of menthol (calculated

from trie acid used) was added and the mixture heated

for four hours at 130-140° wnen the evolution of
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hydrochloric acid had stopped entirely. The ends

ester mixture was then dissolved in ether and the

solution washed with dilute sodium carbonate solution,

followed by water and finally dried over oalcium

chloride. After removal of the solvent, the

residue was distilled under reduced pressure, nenthoi

distilled at 10cA-lld /12 mm. The bulk of the

dimeritnyi ester was not distilled because it was found

that this lad to decomposition, as snown in tne vary¬

ing rotatory power. The dlmentnyl ester left ±n the

distillation flask finally solidified. Yield 8 gam,,

representing ISf of tne tnaory calculated on the acid

used. This product was recrystallised twice from

absolute ethyl alcohol am dried in vacuo. It then

had [M]£, - -31b (in alcohol, c m 6 }. After a further

recrystallisation this value was unchanged at -316°.
The ester was obtained in the form of wnite needle

shaped crystals m.p. tH8r63°.
The rotations of tne above ester, in benzene

and in alcoholic solution, were observed for tua

wavelengths 6708, 5853,5461 and 4366 a.U,

as it was decided to determine tne rotatory

power of the ester in the supercooled state, and as a

considerable amount was necessary for tne preparation

of the menthyi hydrogen ester, a furtner quantity was

obtained by tne sodium catalytic method described

under dimenthyi malonate.

The dimethyl ester of diethyl malonic acid

(20 gms. 1 moi. ) was treated aa described with sodium
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(•05 atom) dissolved in 66 gms. (4 mols. ) menthol.

The mixture was maintained at 150-160° for tares hours

although the reaction had practically completed itself,

to judge from tna amount of distillate in the receiver

(about 6.5 c.c. ), in an hour and a half. The cool

ester mixture was taken up in ether ana tea extract

washed and dried as in the previous preparation except

that dilute acid was used in place of tne dilute

sodium carbonate. After removal of the other the

excess menthol was distilled at 100-110° /IS mm. and,

when the temperature nad risen to lgO° , the apparatus

was connected to the Gaede high vacuum puxap to reduce

the pressure still further. a fraction of the

mixture distilled up to 16g° under 2 mm. which, to¬

gether with what had distilled from 120-160° /l2 mm,

was probably mainly the mixed menthyl methyl ester.

The yield of this intermediate substance was 16 grns.

The bulk of the product left in the flask distilled

between 18^-194° under 2 mm. Yield of diester 27 gms.

representing 52f> of the theory calculated on tae m >thyl

eater. The product obtained by this method was

faintly coloured and solidified on standing to a mass

of faintly yellow, needle-shapea crystals. He-

crystallisation from absolute otayl alconoi gave a

pure white crystalline subst<ance which had a molecular
O

0

rotation of [m]£m* -323 (in alcohol, c » 6). On

further recrystaiiisation tae rotatory power fell

slightly to [!£]£«,,* -318° (in alcohol, c * 5 }• This

U V

4-



value is in good agreement with tnat given by tne

ester prepared by the usual method from tne acid
o

chloride, namely [m]^f -315°, tne difference corres¬

ponding to 0.03° on tne observed rotation.

A portion of the solid was then melted and

poured into a clean polarimeter tuhe which was then

placed in position in tne polarimetar and allowed to

cool slowly with tne rigorous exclusion of dust

particles. The rotatory power of the ester in the

supercooled state was then observed for the four

wavelengths 6708,6893,5461 ana 4358 A. u.

Analysis:- 0.1646 gins, of the ester gave 0.4480 gms.

COg and 0.1676 gms, HgO representing
74.3^ C. and 11.3^ H.

c27ii48°4 requires ?4.2^> C and ll.I^> H.
Densitythe density of the supercooled liquid was

determined talcing the same precautions as

in determining the rotatory power.

d'"o5 m 0. 9705
4-

The observed and calculated rotations,

together with the graph of the reciprocal of tne

observed rotations plotted against the squ=are of the

wavelength of the light used, are given in the

following pages.
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Ll-X-^antrivl liatiivlaalonata. U^'k.
• #*£$*

observe ft Rotations.

St ata gms.
in 10 c.c.

t° C.
6708

OL
5893

OL
5461

■aaaaauiv

01 *
4368

Homogeneous - 19*5 100 -40. as" -52.53° -62.07° -400.61
WW

Alcohol 0.4944 19° 100 - 2.29° - 3.01 - 3.57° -5.84°

Benzene 0.5000 19° 100 - 1.96 - £.§§ - 2.98° -4. 72°

Molecular Rotates. (5W>?r*i

State gms.
in 10 c.c.

t c. X (mm.) Cm]
6708 M.5893

[M]
6461

[M]
4358

Homogeneous - 19.5 100 -181.0° -23b. 2° -279.1 -452. 3°
mm

Alcohol 0.4944 19° 100 -202° -266° -315° -6i6^

Benzene 0.5000 19° 100 -170°
i

-222°
LIS

-259°
a to

-410°
4 < *
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Montay1 Hydrogen jDletnylmalonate.

The half hydrolysis or the dimanthyl aster

was carried out in boiling alcohol as for toe prepar¬

ation of tiia ^-manthy:1 hydrogen dimetiiyjLmaloiiate.

The course of the reaction was followed as beiore by

titration of a 2 c.c. portion of toe hydrolysis mixture

witn standard acid. The mixture nad to be boiled

continuously for 6c-?G hours "before the tfttre was

reduced t,o about 2 or 3 c.c. When the small

precipitate of disodium salt (about 0.7G gm. ) had

been filtered off and the alcohol removed undar dimin¬

ished pressure, the purification was effected as

previously described for half asters. Tne yield of

icid eater from 22 gins, of pure diiuontnyl aster was

very 8*aall, -amounting to 0.6 g*&. of a slightly yellow

syrup (4.5^ of tne theory). Sue rotation of the

purlficed ester after thorouga drying for tae requisite

time in a heated desiccator was found to be

[Mjsi, = -216° (in alcohol, c - 6).

It was suspected that the difficulty in

hydrolysis might be due to the steric hindrance

resulting from the buix of tne mentnyl residues present

in tne ester /groupings. If this is the case, the

product boiling between 130° - 180° under 2 mm. obtained

from the preparation of tne dimentnyl ester, and which

had been assumed to lao the menthyl methyl ester, wight

be expected to bo more easily hydroxysad than the pure
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diaenthyl derivative. After only 3t> hours boiling

with the calculated amount of sodium ethoxide this

mentnyl methyl compound solution was almost neutral

to phano lpntaalein. After tna usual purification

the yield of menthyl hydrogen aster amounted to 4 gms.

from 25 gas. of mantnyl methyl compound or 17^> of tha

tnsory. The rotation of this p 10 duct was found to

he -211 (In alcohol, c m 5 ) which rose on a

further purification to -216° in agreement

with that obtained for the acid ester prepared from the

pure dimenthyl ester.

The two products so obtained were mixed and

again subjected to purification through the sodium

salt. mo change in the rotatory power of the eater

was observed; the final value being [M]*.,,- -216°
(in alcohol, c s 5). The menthyl hydrogen diethyl-

maionate was obtained as an odourless am very viscid

syrup having a slight yellow tint.

Analysis:- 0.1560 gins, of the ester gave 0,3916 gms.

COg and 0.l448gms.iig0 representing C.

and 10.4 f H. Gi7^30°4 68.4c/> 0.
audio.^ a.

Density:-- the density of the ester was determined in

a pykmometer holding 1-2 c.c. of liquid.

VZ° X 1.013
4
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Measurement of rotatory power:- the rotation of the ester

was examined in the homogeneous state, in pure

calcium dried alcohol and in henzene for the

wavelengths 6703, 3393,3461 and 4338 A.U. The

rotation or the sodium salt in alcohol for the

same rour lines was also determined (see prep¬

aration or sOdium salt or iuentnyl nydrogen

malonate ).

The results or the rotations and the graph as Tor

previous eaters are shown in the following pages.

P&QMKijm^lon^t e.

Observed Rotations.
! '#*!

State gms.
in 10 c.c.

t° C. 1 (mm. ) 01
6708 a5893 a

5461
OL

4361

t
Homogeneous - 20° 100 - - -76.31 -

Alcohol 0.5072 20° 100 -2.39° -3.10° -3. 66 -5.99°

Benzene 0.4940
0

O)H 100 —2.28° -3. 00° -3.53 -5.88°
Ha salt in

alcohol

* 0.4534 20° 100 —1.57° -2.14° -2.62 -4.13°

. fgreen line only obtained due to yellow colour or ester.
*wt. or acid in 10 c.c.

State gma.
in 10 c.c.

• t C. X Ifflffi. ) [M]
6708

[M]
5693

[M]
5461

[*]
4358

Homogeneous - 20° 100 - - 224.7°

Alcohol 0.5072 20° 100 -141 -182° -216° -352°

Benzene 0.4940 19° 100 -138° -181 -213° -355°

Na salt in
alQ9*191 J

*0.4534 20° 100 -103 -141 -166° -272°

*wt.of acid in 10 c.c.
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st-mnXhyl (X -mthcxy uial&yl Acetic Esters.

^-Menthyl Methoxyaoetate.

for comparative purposes It was found

necessary to examine the rotation or the atoove compound

in pure alcohol and oenzene solutions. The preparation

used was triat made hy Smitn (see J.c.s., 1&7,2188 ),
The measurements were carried out for "ten* wavelength

5461 A.u. and appear Calow.

^-Mentiiyl Metnoxyacetate. (M-U-xxfi-*)

State gms,
in £5 c.c.

t°C. Z i aim. ) a
5461 [M]

5461

Alcohol

Benzene

1.2572

l.£5£8

Q

16
o

18

£00

£00

-8.63°

—8.07°

-126°

-184°

/

Z -Menthvloc -Metxioxv I.tooutrrataA

(i) oc Tivaroxv Isoout.vric Acid (1st,preparation )

This compound was rirst of all prepared fcy

a method described 0y Markownikov (Am. Qnem. Journ.XL.

£96) which consisted in passing hydrocyanic acid gas

into a mixture of dilute hydrochloric acid and acetone;
]

thus rorming the nitrile and then the acid in question.

After allowing to stand for three weeks and finally

Colling for tnree days the resulting solution was
J

extracted four or five times with ether, the ether

removed and the remaining extract heated to drive off

formic acid. The resulting product was diluted with
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a large volume of water (using 600 c.c. of acetone

the volume after dilution reached 12-13 litres ) am

neutralised with zinc carbonate. The acid was purif-

ied by means of its zinc ss-lt, which was subsequently

treated with H2S gas to give the free acid. The
resulting crude product was sublimed above 60° whan

white needles of the pure acid collected, m.p. 77-78°
(as against 79° quoted by iiarkownikov). The yield

of pure product from 600 c.c. of acetone was 12 gms,

a -Hydroxy Iaobutyric Acid ( 2nd, preparation ).

Since the quantity of pure acid obtained by

the above method was small taking into account the

time required in preparation, search was made for

another means of obtaining tna compound. A convenient

method for the preparation of the nitrile of this acid

had been noted (welch and Clemo,J.0.S.,1928,p.2629)

and it was decided to attempt its hydrolysis by some

of the usual methods.

The means adopted for the preparation of

the actone cyanohydrln was that recommended by welch

and Clemo (J.C.S,, 1928,p.2629 ). Acetone (29 gms.)

was added to a solution of potassium cyanide (31 gms, )

in water (100 c.c. ). sulphuric acid (167 gms., 3G^>

e2S04 weight ) was then slowly added with constant
stirring, the temperature being kept below 20 by the

addition of ice, which also, by diluting the solution,

prevents it from becoming unstlrrabie through the

separation of potassium hydrogen sulphate. The
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resulting product was extracted three times with ether

and dried over annydrous sodium sulpnate. After the

bulk of the etcher had bean removed on the water hath

the residue was distilled under reduced pressure when

acetone cyanohydrin (3£ gins, ) passed over at 81 /15 mm.

The reaction as carried through accorded exactly with

the details given by the above authors.

Several attempts were made to hydroiyse this

nitrlle hut it was found that the most satisfactory

means to accomplish this was as follows. Acetone

cyanohydrin (30 gms. ) was mixed with five times its

hullc of fuming hydrochloric acid and allowed to stand

at room temperature (t » 10^-12° ) for four days. The

resulting liquid which had deposited crystals of

ammonium chloride was evaporated down on the water

hath to ahout one third of its hulfc. On cooling,

the now hulfcy precipitate of ammonium chloride was

removed at the pump. The resulting solution was then

placed in a continuous ether extraction apparatus

which was kept running for at least twenty hours, and

the extract dried over anhydrous sodium sulphate for

four days. After removal of the ether hy gentle

heating a mass of white crystals remained which on

crushing and drying melted at 77-78° • sublimation of

this product at a temperature over 60° C. raised the

melting point to 79°. From 30 gms. of the acetone

cyanohydrin so treated 23 gms. or pure hydroxy acid

were obtained, representing a yield of 62^.
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(g) ^thvloc-Methoxy Isobut.vrate.

The purified hydroxy acid obtained above

was methylated by means or silver oxide and methyl

iodide.

a -hydroxy isobutyric acid (2o gms.,1 moi. )

was mixed with methyl iodide (206 gms., 6 mo Is. } in a

wide necked flask, the stopper or which carried a

mercury sealed mechanical stirrer and a reriux con¬

denser. The flask at the beginning or the reaction

was cooled in ice whilst freshly, prepared silver oxide

(167 gms., 3 mols. ) was added, in small quantities at

a time, during the course or six hours: the raixtpre

being well stirred. Stirring was continued ror a

iurther tnree hours next day with the addition or

10 c.c. or methyl iodide and then lart at room temp¬

erature for three days. The mixture was thoroughly

shaken up with ether, filtered and the extract dried

over calcium chloride. When the ether was removed a
$£Ms

light yellow coloured oil remained which on a second

distillation changed to a clear sweet smelling liquid,

b.p, 134r*137° (corr. ) at 766 mm. Yield 22 gms.,

which represents 70f> theory.

(3)^-henthvi ot-kethoxv Isooutyrate (1st preparation).

(l)a- aethoxy isobutyric acid was first

obtained by the saponification of the above methyl

aster by means or potassium hydroxide in slight excess

(l£ mols, ) dissolved in its own weight of water. The

mixture became homogeneous after fifteen minutes

heating which was continued however for half an hour.
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The pro'iuot was acidified with concentrated hydro¬

chloric acid and extracted for fifteen hours In a

constant ether extraction apparatus. The extract,

after drying over anhydrous sodium sulphate for four

days, yielded an oil which distilled between 193^-200° C

A second distillation gave 11 gma. of an oily liquid

boiling between 19fr-197° /761 mm. (52f> of the theory).
An attempt to form the menthyl ester from

this methoxy acid ended in failure due to trie excess¬

ive darkening and decomposition which took place when

thionyl chloride was added to the acid.

^-j entnyl oc-mq,tfroyy.,, feim&XML& IMMa)

(il) The acid chloride method of preparation

was abandoned in favour of the direct conversion of

the methyl ester into the menthyl ooixpound, through

the agency of metallic sodium, as described in the

preparation of dlmenthyl malonate,

A rurtoer quantity of methoxy methyl ester w«

prepared from the purified oc -hydroxy isobutyric acid
'

(40 aais. ) by first of all methylating in the cold as

in the previous case and then, to ascertain if more

vigorous treatment would effect any further change»,

by heating for twenty four hours on the steam bath.

The additional heating apparently led to decomposition,

probably of the hydroxy acid as, after extracting and

drying as before, only 8 gms. of a product boiling at
♦

135-136° was obtained. This product as far as could

be Judged was identical with t hat obtained by metnyl-

atlng in the cold.
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The £~moi\tayl ester was formed from the

methyl oc -methoxy l30butyrate 'x8 gras.,1 mol. ) by

addition to 0,0? gms. sodium ( .06 atom) dissolved in

19 gms. menthol (2 mo is. ) an-l maintaining at 130^136°

in a long-necked distilling flask. A gentle current

or air was drawn through the apparatus to remove the

methyl aioonol sot free. After three hours heating

the mixture was allowed to cool, taken up in ether and

the extract washed once with dilute hydrochloric acid,

then with dilute sodium carbonate solution, finally

twice with water and dried over calcium chloride.

When the ether had been removed and the pressure

reduced the excess menthol distilled in the neighbour^

hood of 100° /10 ma. On further heating 8 gas. of a

colourless oil boiling between 118^128° collected, which

on rigorous fractionation yielded 4 gms. of a pure

odourless and colourless aster b.p. 124-126° /10 mm.

The value of the rotation of this product was observed

in a l dcm. tube and gave OL&bi « -73.41°. Further

fractionation made no change in this value.

Analysis:-n irw gas. of ester gave o.40Dgms. C02
and 0.1660 which represents 70.2 fO

and ii.2 fB* ci6H28°3 requires 70.3fC and
11. of. H.

Densitythe density was determined in a pyknoiaeter

holding 2 - 3 c.c. of liquid.

Szo" m 0.9466.
4-°

measurement of rotator.v power:- tna rotatory power of

the ester was examined (1) in the homogeneous
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state (2) in. calcium dried atdyl alcohol (3) in

purs fconzene for tna four wavelengths 6708,6893,

5461 and 4358 A.U,

Tne observed,calculated rotations and grapn follow.

drrJ^MAYl ,fl r^AQ*.Y jaofrutyrfrte.,

9Qm?M RotatjQ^. ,

«Mft.

Stats
. 8i&s«
in 25 c.c.

t° C. A (mnu ) oc
b7oe

Oi
5893

a
5461

a
4358

Homogeneous - 20° 100 -47.28° -62.11 -73.13° -121.33
*SMi

Alcohol 1.2510 17° 200 -5. 51 -7.12° -8. 36° —13. 78

Benzene 1.2544 17° 200 -4.81 -6.38 -7. 43° -12. si

Moiacular no t ations.

St ate gms.
in 25 c.c.

t C.

'

yLi'im.) H>7Q8 Hs93 [mu [M]
4366

Homogeneous - 20° 100 -127.9° -168.1 -197.9°
o

-328.2

Alcohol 1.2510 H
0

200 -141 -182° -214° -353°

Benzene 1.2544 17° 200 -123° -163° -190° -312°
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I

/t -aaenthyi Oi -Metnoxy PL-xtayl Butyrate.

UJCX-Ethyl a-Hydroyy aw* putyyatp.
v

The method used In the preparation or this

substance is tnat adopted toy napworth ( J. o.s. .iir>.i2Q3 ).

300 gms, or dry ether and 10 gms, or magnesium turn¬

ings were introduced into a wide-necked riask provided

witn a stirrer, dropping runnel and condenser. 10 gms.

or etnyl bromide were placed in the flask and alter

the action had started a mixture or 73 gms. or diethyl

oxalate and 126 gms. (2.0 mols. ) or ethyl bromide was

added at such a rate as to keep the reaction gently

in progress. The time or addition or the dietnyl

oxalate fixture was from two to two and a naif hours,

th8 flask meanwhile being surrounded by ice. Mag¬

nesium (21 gms. 2.6 mols. ) was added gradually to

keep the magnesium always in excess. The contents

or the riask were stirred ror an hour after all tno

mixture had been added andthen allowed to remain

overnight.

Hext day the mixture, which had separated

into two layers, the lower being a viscous greenish

syrup containing undissolved magnesium, was heated on

the waterbatn for two hours. The mixture was then

decomposed with ice-cold water followed by 4Qfi
sulphuric acid till all the excess magnesium had

dissolved. A brown oil separated at the surface and

after its removal the residual aquoous solution was

extracted four times with etner. The oil and ether
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extract were combined and dried over anhydrous sodium

sulphate for four days* men the ether had been

removed 66 gms. of a brownish oil remained which on

careful fractionation and redistillation gave 36 gms.

of a yenow-coloured oil, b.p. 173° - 176°, 4Qf> theory.

Hepworth quotes b.p. 176° - 177°(oorr. ) and 45.6^ theory.

C a ) a-Ethyl a-Hydroxy Butyric acid.

The free acid was prepared by saponifying

30 gms. of the ester obtained above with S.5 gas.

(li mols. ) of sodium hydroxide for two hours. After

cooling and acidifying with concentrated hydrochloric

acid the solution was extracted for 6-7 hours in a
the

constant ether extraction apparatus. When,/ ether was

evaporated off in a heated vacuum desiccator a& gms.

of the solid acid remained. This on recrystallisat-

ion from light petroleum gave so gms. of purified acid,

m.p. 7&-77° as against 79,5° quoted by Hapworth,

(3)cx-3thyl oi-hethoxy M3tnyl Butyrate.

The methylation of the hydroxy acid obtained

above was carried out as for the preparation of the

corresponding dimethyl derivative using silver oxide

and methyl iodide.

hydroxy acid (20 gms. 1 mol. ) was mixed with

methyl iodide (130 gms. 6 mols. ) in a wide-necked

flask provided with a good mechanical stirrer and

reflux condenser. Freshly prepared dry silver oxide

(106 prms. 3 mol3. } was added in small portions at first.

Heat was developed on addition of the first portions
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of silver oxide so that cooling of the reaction mix¬

ture was necessary at this stage. Later, the oxide

can Oe added in larger quantities and tna flask gentry

Heated on tne water Oath; tno rapid stirring was kept

up during the two hours occupied in the methyiation.

The stirring and seating was continued for a further

two hours and then the reaction mixture was left till

next day. Ether was then added to extract the

methylated product and the extract dried over calcium

chloride. Shan the solvent had been removed the

boiling point rose rapidly till 166° was reached

between which and 168°the hulk of the remaining product

had distilled. Yield 7 gms., 28$> theory.

The refractive index or a few drops from the

middle portion of the distillate was observed in a

pulfrich Refractometer when n^ was found » 1.41S4
(t a 18° ).

This product was submitted to a second

methylation in the same manner as before, boiling for

a further eight hours ana the refractive index again

examined under the same conditions and found s 1.4193

(t a 18° j which is almost identical with the previous

value. This was taken to indicate that complete

methylation of the hydroxy acid had been achieved

during the first methylat ion.

(4 ) -Mentir/1 oc-Etnvl a-lietnoxy But.vrate,

This aster was prepared from the above

methyl ester by the sodium catalytic method.



Methyl oc-ethyl ot-metnoxy butyrate ( 4 gins.

1 ffiol. ) was treated with sodium (.03gms. *05 atom)

dissolved in ^-mentnol ( 8.0 gms. 2 mo Is ) and the

mixture maintained at 150°-155° in a long-nafifced

distilling flasfc for three nours. A slow current or

air was drawn through the apparatus during the react¬

ion till no mora distillate collected in tne receiver.

The crude ester mixture was then allowed to cool,

dissolved in etner and tne solution purified and

dried an in previous cases. After tne solvent and

excess mentnol nad been removed under diminished

pressure tne distillation temperature rose to

137° /8 mm. wh8n a clear oil collected up to 141.5°.
The yield obtained amounted to 2.5 gms. 2Qf« of tne

theory calculated on tne metnyl ester used.

Tne rotatory power of tnis product was

determined in tne homogeneous state, giving ocg°6, a 76.23°

(J-* 100 mm. ). A second fractionation raised the

value to 0CsSf6i * 76.68° loo mm. ). The rotation

of this product was then determined in benzene solut¬

ion as there was insufficient left for a determination

in the homogeneous state after a third fractionation.

In benzene (c * 5)t [M];J,,«-a02o was obtained. After

a third fractionation no change in this value outside

the experimental error was observed. The value of

-202° was therefore considered that of the purified

ester: b.p. of pure ester 139- 141 /• 8 mm.
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Analysis0,1484 ol tne ester gave 0.3845 gas.

or COg and 0.1500 gm. or Hgo repres¬

enting 71.6^0 snd °i<yH3£°3
requires 71. BfsC ana 11.4> H.

Measurement or rotatory power:- the rotatory power

or tlie ester was examined in benzanen

solution ror tlio rour wavalengtns or

ligiit previously used,

Tae values or tbe observed ana calculated

rotations togatner witn tne grapii or tna reciprocal

or tna observed rotation plotted agaiiist tiio square

or tno waveiengtn or tne lignt used i'oilow.
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X-MftaWI oc-jStnyi ct-Metno;xy Butyrate. [M-W-ifrk-a.)

Qss^iY^'i Jotation».

State , gfs.in 5 c. c.
t° 0. ^5I »-n? ST

a
6893

OL
5461

OL
4368

Benzene
soli)tion.
f

0 • 5 it46
o

IS 100 -2.31 -2.94 -3.45 -6.78°

Molecular notations.

state gffiS.
in 5 o.o. ,t c X'C' { liii'i. } 1' J

6708
CM]

5893
[M]

6461
[M]

4358

Benzene
solution. 0.2446 16° 100 -134° -171 -201 -336°
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/t-iteiatnvl Aliwaatic asters.

A-.^ftthY-l ^-Jaotaoxv BuEyrate.

(l) y-Cnloropropyl hethyi Ithgr (igt preparation A

The first method tried for the preparation

of this compound was that outlined hy noyas (Am.Guam.

Journ. .19.775 ) for tne preparation of the cprraspondlng

ethyl ether. The starting material used hy acyas

was trimethylene glycol which was converted into the

hydroxy methyl ether hy means of sodium and methyl

iodide. Attempts to isolate thi3 hydroxy other

failed, possibly hecausa of water present as an impurity

in tne glycol, which could not ha completely removed

even hy distillation.

„^~<SftlQffoprQp,y\ h ^ny.1, Stg ar ,( 2na ^repyatipft,!
The second method was one recommended hy

Haworth and parlein ( J. C.S., 6&,o97) starting from

tTimothylane chlorohromide and sodiura mo thoxide. Tne

trimetnylene chlorooromide was prepared in some in¬

stances from allyl chloride and hydrogen orojaide

according to directions given hy Bruyiants (Trav.Chim.,

^8,244). In a typical experiment starting from

100 gms. of aliyi cnloride, ISO gms. of chiorohromide

wore obtained, using however tne mercury vapour lamp

as illUEiinant instead or ordinary sunlight as recommend¬

ed hy Bruyiants.

A method of preparing the trimethylene chioro-

hrciiiicie which lent itself to dealing with larger
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♦

( 2 ) V -muiQXN Butyric Acid (1st prop arat Ion ).

An attempt; was made to convert the chloro-

etaQr obtained above into the nitrilo, rirst accord¬

ing to a matnod outlined by SchiincK (aer. ,32,948 J

but in tills way only a few drops of an evil smelling

oil were obtained.

Tit 3 matnod us ad by Noyes (Am.Chom. Joura. .19.

776 ) for the preparation of the corresponding athoxy

compound was next triad and from 20 gas. of chloro-

etrier 2,5 gins, of Y~-metnoxy butyric acid, p.p. 316°-
220 1775 mm. ware obtained. The nitrile was not

isolated in this case. This quantity or acid was

converted into the active X-mouthy1 aster through

the acid cnloride but the quantity or ester obtained

did not lend itself to a reliable purification.

V-Mathoxv Butyric Acid (2nd preparation).

( i )r^»Broiu-butvro-nlt.rile. This compound was

prepared from trlmethylene dibromide according to th©

procedure given by harricic and Hess (J.Am. Chom.Soc.»

40 . 646). Trimetnylone dibromlde (2QQ ems. ) wa3

refluxed for 7-8 hours on the water bath with thoroughly

dry and finely powdered potassium cyanide (32 gms, ),

and 500 c.c. of lime-dried methyl alcohol. The

precipitated potassium bromide was filtered off and

the methyl alcohol removed by distillation from a

brine bath. The brownish residue was then distilled

under reduced pressure and that fraction boiling

between lGu - 104° jao mm# collected. Yield 29 gms.
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♦

(20$ theory). 50 gins, of trimethylene dlbromide

were recovered. Derrick and Hess quote b.p. 100°-
102° 120 mm.

(11 ) r"~-Mcthox.v-butvro-nitrile. The preparation

of this nitrile followed similar lines to the prepar¬

ation of y"-chloropropyl methyl ether described

previously. sodium (5 gms. ) in the form of sodium

methoxide dissolved in 50 c.c. or methyl alconol was

added in four portions to the butyro-nitrile (29 gas. )

Obtained above; boiling after the addition of each

portion. The copious precipitate of pot«e-e4ua

bromide was filtered off and the methyl alcohol re¬

moved on a brine bath. The residue was taken up

in ether and dried for three days over anhydrous

sodium sulphate. When the ether had been removed

the bulk of the oily residue distilled between 17<>-

175°(corr. ). Yield 8 gms. or 41$ of the theory.

Schllnck (B.32.948) quotes b.p. 172°- 176°.
(Hi ) V-Metnoxv butyric acid. The nltrlle

(8 gms. l mol. ) obtained from the last experiment was

mixed with potassium hydroxide (7,5 gms. 1.5 mols. )

dissolved In its own weight of water and heated under

a reflux condenser on a brine bath for about 8 hours,

till no more ammonia gas was given off. The hydroly¬

sis of the nifcrile was then considered to be completed

and the solution was carefully acidified with strong

hydrochloric acid (1 part conc.acid to 1 part water).

The precipitated potassium chloride was removed at
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I

the pump and the resulting clear solution placed, in

a continuous ether extraction apparatus and extracted

for 12-16 hours. The ethereal extract of the acid

was dried for four days over anhydrous sodium sulphate.

Whan tne solvent had haen distilled off, the temper¬

ature rose rapidly to 216° between which and 220°the
buix of the remaining oil had distilled. Yield

4 gms. representing 40^ of the theory. The

Y~ methoxy butyric acid so prepared had only a faint

atnereal butyric siaell.

(3) X--Menthyl y-Methoxv Butvrate.

The y-metnoxy butyric acid (4 gms. ) obtained

from the last stage was dissolved in 16 c.c. of light

petroleum and thlcnyl chloride (5 gms. ) added. The

mixture was warmed very gently under a reflux condenser

till the evolution of hydrochloric acid gas aad

practically ceased (about 40 mins. )• The petrol

ether and excess thlonyl chloride were removed by

gently heating under diminished pressure, when the

crude acid chloride remained. Menthol (6 gms. ) was

added and the mixture neated on tne brine bath for

8 hours till no further evolution of hydrochloric acid

could be detected. The crrude ester mixture was

then talcen up in etner, the extract washed with

dilute sodium carbonate solution, water and finally

dried over calcium chloride. When the solvent had

been removed the excess menthol first distilled over

at 10(>-110° /10 mm. followed by an oily product b.p.
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135°- 146° under 10 mm. Yield, 6 gius. (60fi or the

theory). On refract icnat ion, a liquid boiling

between 143°- 145° undar 10 mm* was collected which
5"° o

bad a rotation ox oc'6-4t, a -70.22° (X* 100 mm. ) in

the homogeneous st at a. a rurtbar fractionation

involving considerable raj action was carriad out and

tbe rotation again examined and 10unci to ba oc's+bi as

-70.28° wbiob valua was taken to represent tb® com¬

pound in the pur® state.

Analysis:- 0.1492 gms, of tb® aster gave 0.3 833 gas,

00g and ai5Q3gms. H^Q, represanting 'fO.Q ^3
and 11-3 CjgHga^ requires 7Q.3^> C and
11. Qfili.

Density:- the density of the aster was observed in

a pyxnometer holding 2 - 3 c.c. of liquid.

D,9o5° . 0.9566.

Measurement of rotatory power, the rotation of the

ester was examined in the homogeneous state

for the four wavelengths 6708, 5893, 6461

and 4358 a.u.

The observed and calculated moiecular rotations

and the graph as ror previous compounds appear in

the following pages.
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V-Metnoxy Butyrate*

fltBpryad uptatIg.yig.
- ... —

St ate t° C. X (mm. ) a

6708
CX

8893
CC

6461
OC

4358

Homogeneous 19.6° ioo -46.22° -59.63° -70.28° -116.66°

Molecular notations.
mm

State t° C. X (mm.) [M]
6708

W
5893

M
5461

[M]
4358 '

Homogeneous 19.5° 100 -121. 1° -169.4° -188. 2° -312.6°
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Z -Menthyi tT-aatnoxy Valerate.

U }
Diethyl Ester of y-ha thox.vnrcpvl Maionic Acid.

THIS compound was prepared by the method

outlined by Hoyee ( •. Aitier.Chem. Jour,19,778) ror the

corresponding ethoxy compound. y-chloropropyl

methyl etner (24 gms.) prepared as described on

pages ft-77 was added to a mixture or maionic ester

(34 &ms, ) and 70 c.c. or methyl alcohol in which

& gms. or sodium had been dissolved. After boiling

on the water hath for 3 noura trie alcohol was removed

from a brine hath and trio residue distilled under

reduced pressure. a colourless distillate was pro¬

duced which on a second Tractionation gave 7 gms, or

y-methoxypropyl diethyl malonate (15!;:s or the theory ).

Several preparations or this compound were

undertaken to enable the next stage to he carried out

erriciently.

(2 ) &-Metnoxv Valeric Acid.

y~Motnoxypropyl malonic ester (23 gms. )

was saponiTied on the water hath with potassiurn

hydroxide (14 gms. ) dissolved in 26 c.c. or water.

ATter 3 hours heating, excess or hydrochloric acid was

added and tne mixture placed in a constant ether

extraction apparatus tor 9-10 hours. Tne ethereal

extract was dried over anhydrous sodium sulphate ror

Tour days. The ether was removed as Tar as possible,

leaving 16 gms. or the y-metnoxypropyl malonic acid
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wiiich was the., heated on an oil hath up to 170° for

five hours (as long as COg escaped). Tne impure

product was fractionated in a Claison riask and was

found to resolve itself into two fractions (i ) h.p.

up to 122° /12 mm. and (li) h.p. 124°- 128°/12 mm.

The second fraction is the & -methoxy valeric acid

(see Noyes, .Amer.Chem. Jour, ^9, 778). Yield 7 gms.,

53$ of the theory.

(3) X-Menthvl -"Methoxy Valerate.

The acid obtained from trie ateve experiment

(together with a furtner 2 gms. ) was dissolved in

25 c.c. of petrol etner (40°- 60° ) and thionyl

chloride (11 gms, ) added. After gentle heating for

one and a half hours at 56°- 65° tne evolution of

hydrochloric acid nad practically ceased. The excess

thionyl chloride and petrol etner were then removed

by gentie heating under diminished pressure, wnen the

crude acid chloride was left benind in the flask.

Menthol (21 gma. ) was added and th© mixture heated

for five hours on an oil hath at 130° • After the

reaction had finished the ester mixture was taken up

in ether, purified hy washing with dilute sodium

carbonate and water and finally dried over calcium

chloride, when the ether had heen removed, the

excess menthol distilled up to 110° under diminished

pressure and the whole of the remaining oil distilled

between 155° and 165° under 12 m. Yield 9 gms.,

60$ of the tneory from the acid used. The value of
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the rotation of tills product in the homogeneous state

was found to be OC£t, « -63.84° » XOO am. ),
After two more fractionations tne constant value of

i9'S° o
cx.^, a -64.76 (^t=» 100 laifl. ) for tne pure aster

was attained.

Analysis:- 0.1418 gas. of ester gave 0.3674 gas. CGS
and 0.1460 gas. %0 representing 70.7^0 and.

ll.e^tf. Ci(iH3003 r9^ulr9s 71.OfoO and ll.S^ii.
Density:- tne density of the ester was determined,

and calculated with reference to water at

4° G. as for the previous esters.

0. S466.

Measurement or rotatory power:- tne rotatory power

of the compound was examined in the

homogeneous state for trie four wavelengths

previously used.

The values of the observed* calculated

rotations and the dispersion graph follow in

subsequent pages.
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^-Msntnyi -MatHoxy Valerate.

Oosarvecl Rotations.

Stat® X° c. X (am. ) a
6708

a
6893

(X
5461 4356

Homogeneous 19.5° 100 —41•66 -64. 80° -64.76° -107.62°

mm

Molecular Hot at ions.
ir &&>%&**

State t C, X (mm. ) Cm]
6708

[m]
8893

[u]
5461

[m]
4358

Homogeneous 19.5° 100 -118.8° -166.4° -184.8° -307.1



DIMETHYLMf\LONf\TEDI-I-MENTHYL

MIS

frKlS

(ii) alcoh.
(m) he»J-

HOMOGENEOUS

SZPiLCOHOL

WOVE -LENGTH

■Z40

■200

■150

■100

■ oso

■ZO -25 -30 ?>s -4-0 .+s
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■I-WENTHYL HyPROGEN ZDIETHYLMALONflTE
: 1 • I I ; _J_ ■ - ■ ' - - I 1 : • ■ | • ! • 1 I: • •• ' ■ ' r ■ • 1 • ■ ■ 1 ■ I

I V

(yrapli show/hg ~5c -against \

&Cf\LE

X PiXIS ICM^-OZ

y /=>X/S /CM --QZ
'Z to Na.salk reciprocal)

5% ALCOHOL

5%BENZENE .

SZ, Ne salt in

■alcohol.

U/AVE-LENGTH SQUARED —

■20 •25 ■30 ■35 ■4-0 ■4-5
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•3P -25 -30 .35-

MENTHYL OL-METHQXY 1303V

(jrdph show in

y axis

HOMOGENEOUS.

SXelcghoe
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'JrMENTHYL a~ETHYL OL-METHOXY BLETYRKTE
c V i

(y Tdply show/ng' aC H^'amsE A

5cale:

X AXIS /CAjj= oz
y >RA/S /C/V- - OZ

/f

y

A

■ WAVE-LENGTH SQUARED —

~SZXENX.EN£-

■20 ■ZS -30 ■3$ ■40 ■4S
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In conclusion tno autaor desires to tnanJc

Dr H« G. Hula Tor mucn valuable advice and guidance

during tde course of tiiis invastigation.


